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SAN RAFAEL. Calif, — A Superior
Court Judge has granted separate trials
to Angela Davis and her outspoken co-
defendant Ruchell Magee and ordered ar-
guments in MISS Davis' often-postponed
murder case to begin.
Judge Richard E. Arnason granted a
motion for severance filed by Miss Da-
vis' attorneys despite an objection from
Asst. Atty. Gen. Albert Harris Jr., the
Spikin' Spiro...
The Rev. Ralph David Abernathy
described Vice President Spiro Ag-
new as a "stumbling block" to
black progress as he took issue
with Agnew's criticism of black
leadership in America. Had it not
been for good black leadership,
many blacks "would have turned
to violence long before now," the
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Stranded...
Don Daniels, left, and 'ferry Sims
are shown as they left Albuquer-
que before riding to Oklahoma City
their horses went lame on a ride
east to promote a black cowboy
hall of fame.
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE — SATURDAY, JULY 21, 1971
Seeks city overhaul...
John Ford to run for
Council seat here
John Ford, brother of State H e p.
Harold Ford, has announced that he will
run for City Council in District 6.
Ford said in an interview with Tri-
State Defender that "I make . this an-
nouncement and 'chose to rait- becauae
and the people in my district feel th a t
there has been no major improvement in
this city and especially in the black and
poor communities in the past four years.
We need to completely overhaul the de-
livery system of goods and services 'of
this city that for so long has evaded and
neglected it's citizens.
Ford added, that "tor too long, ise
the black people and poor people of this
City have been bogged down in tragic ef-
fort to live in monologue rather than dia-
Robinson Caucus hea
WASHINGTON — Congress-
man Charles C. Diggs Jr., Chairman of
the Congressional Black Caucus an-
nounced the appointment of Howyard T.
Robinson as director of the newly form-
ed Caccus Staff.
Robinson, 45, will assume the duties
of his office on Aug. I, 1971.
In announcing the appointment, Con-
gressman Diggs said: "There were
many factors involved in selecting the
right person for this position. We have an
Ad Hoc Selection Committee. composed
of people well acquainted with the Cau-
cus objectives, assisting in structuring
the Caucus Staff on an organizational
basis to achieve maximum effectiveness.
"The final selection of Howard Rob-
inson was based on his commitment to
the new thrust in Black advancement,
his organizational ability and his com-
mitment to the Caucus concept as an ef-
fective instrument for reflecting the as-
pirations of Blacks, without becoming in-
volved in the usual stresses and strains
of personality projections".
Robinson, who is currently complet-
ing an assignment with, the Dept of
State as labor attache in Tokyo, Japan,
commented on his appointment as Cau-
cus Staff director: "I do not underesti-
mate the challenge this position poses.
My main task will be to provide service
to the Caucus, responding efficiently and
factually to the demands placed upon
the Caucus.
"It will require maximum effort at
the essential task of local community co.
ordination — essential because herd is
where the Caucus builds its reputation
for dynamic follow-through, with a calm,
efficient personality.
The North Carolina native brings to
the position twenty years of world-wide
organizations experience. Robinson gain-
ed wide political experience in the fifties
when he served on the New York State
Governor's Council on Migrant Labor
under Gov. W. Averell Harriman. He al-
so served as Special Assistant to the In-
dustrial Commission of New York.
An avid worker in civil rights, Rob-
inson was a founding member, and later
chairman of the Coordinating Council on
Negro Affairs of Buffalo, New York and
Chairman of the Committee on Housing
of the Buffalo NAACP branch.
Robinson's involvement with the la-
bor movement started in 1947. While
working for the Radio Corp. of America,
he joined a local chapter of the Interns-
Davis trial is
finally underway
chief prosecutor, who said Magee had
not actively joined in the request f o r
separate trials.
The trial of the two militant blacks
has been delayed for months by Magee's
continual courtroom outburst and re-
peated filing of hand-written petitions
charging prejudice on the bench and ask-
ing for a transfer of his case to federal
court.
Magee, 32, a San Quentin inmate who
reads law books, and Miss Davis, 27, a
Communist and former UCLA facuty
member, are charged with murder, kid-
naping and conspiracy in connection with
the Aug. 7, 1970, Mann County shootout
in which a judge and three others were
killed.
Although Magee did not join his co-
defendant in requesting separate trials,
he told the court he would not object to
the move.
"T do not want to be tried by Judge
Arnason," Magee said. "But I have no
objection if they (Miss Davis' attorneys)
want to be tried by him."
As he has done often in past pretrial
hearings, Magee interrupted proceedings
with loud outbursts directed toward the
prosecution.
"If I could get these handcuffs off,
I'd knock your teeth down your throat.-
he shouted at one point at Harris.
Later, in reference to the Aug us t
shootout, he said, "this is the same thing
that started the slave revolt last Aug.
7th. If I could get a gun right now I
would start shooting at Mr. Harris."
Earlier in the day, Magee was eject-
ed from the courtroom for shouting and
the case remained in recess for much of
the afternoon.
Amason, in the opening hours of the
case, denied two more petitions filed by
Magee. One requested that Arneson be
disqualified, and the other asked that the
U.S. Supreme Court hear arguments on
another judge's denial to moVe Magee's
case to federal court.
tional Union of Electrical, Radio and
Machine Workers. By 1951, he had ad-
vanced to an international representative
in the IUK-AFL-C10 and remained in
that 'fist until 1957.
Between 1958 and 1964, the labor or-
ganizer visited 46 countries, in four con-
tinents, as a staff member of the Inter-
national Confederation of Free Trade
Unions. His first ICFTU assignment was
in East Asia where he served in Okinawa,
Korea and Taiwan.
In 1964, Robinson joined the Dept. of
State as labor advisor and was assigned
to the Bureau of East Asian and Pacific
Affairs. The following two years, he'
served as the Asian Advisor to 'the U. S.
Delegation to the ILO conferences i n
Geneva, Switzerland.
In addition to his qualifications as
politician and labor organizer, Robinson
has done extensive research and has writ-
tes numerous articles on the instutition-
al needs of blacks, He taught courses
in black political organization at Wesly-
an university's Center for Adeanced Stu-
dies in 1968 while on leave from State.
Robinson holds the Dept. of State's
Meritorious Service Award.
In praise of Robinson's many contri-
butions, both on the domestic and inter-
national front, Congressman Diggs stat-
ed: "Mr. Robinson will help the Caucus
bring a fresh and dynamic approach to
many domestic problems as they relate
to our young, black, and underprivileged
in America"!
Coolin' it • • •
LORAIN, 0. — Cool water gush-
ing from a fire hydrant proved
an irresistible lure to Magaret
Noble, 3. Margaret romped in the
logue. I eannot sit idly by and not be
concerned about what happens in the City
of Memphis Government."
Another campaign feature, said Ford,
will he iti,iating a mass voter registra-
tion dm i• toi• the \ ,.11:r,mejlised vot-
ers hp' w!,en 18 and *.3i ycars of age.
said \VC tee that these new
voters will have a significant effect on
the political, economic and social scenes
not only in the election but in subsequent
elections to come."
Ford said his platform for District 6
will be street improvement, street lights.
employment, police relations, sanitation,
housing and recreation facilities,
Black cowboys
standed in Okla.
OKLAHOMA CITY -- Two A.rtion
men promoting a Hall of Fame for Black
Cowboys b) ricking horses cross country
say they had nothing but bad luck since
they crossed the border into Oklahoma.
Don Daniels. 25. and Terry Sims. 18,
left Phoenix, Ariz., seven weeks ago and
enjoyed the hospitality of all the cities
they visited along the way. The two hope
to ride all the way to New York, raising
money along with a way for the Hall of
Fame and for a Drug Prevention Cen-
ter in l'hospix supported by the National
Conferelke oi Christians and Jews.
Daniels said as soon as the.: crossed
into Oklahoma both their horses w en t
lame. They .hitchhiked into Oklahoma
City and learned city officials misplaced
a letter that preceded them, explaining
the nature of their trip.
"The Mayor's office didn't have the
letter we sent out," Daniels said. "They
finally found it at the National Cowboy
Hall of Fame, where they referred us to
the Chamber of Commerce.
"The people at tile Chamber sent us
to the National Conference of Christians
and Jews people here, and we ended up
at the Community Services office."
Wayne Dempsey, a young black lead-
er in Oklahoma City, has been putting
them up since last Tuesday. Daniels said
other cities along their route provided
housing for them and their horses.
They had hoped Oklahoma C i t'y
would donate two horses so they could
continue their trip, but the quarantine
against a horse encephalomyelitis would
delay their trip, even if they had n e w
mounts.
"Everybody has been beautiful until
now." Daniels said. "I'm getting in ore
saddle sores sitting her than I got riding
that horse."
Daniels, a Brooklyn. N.Y. native,
unexpected waterfall until gity
workers, testing hydrants along
street, returned to end the f u n.
(UPI TELEPHOTO)
andSims,a.mm•LitM.rusasalthickum
boy in Arizona, said high temperatures
had been slowing them down, but their
new crisis might stop them even longer.
"We're anxious to get going again
now," Daniels said. "We've talked to
about everybody in town, but so far me
haven't raised a cent.•'
Chattanooga
Tenn. or Ga.
ATLANTA — A young Georgia legis-
lator is continuing his quest to prove that
Georgia is entitled to Chattanoga, Tenn.,
and part of the North Carolina highlands.
Rep. Larry Thomason, said he would
hold a public hearing "within a week"
near where Georgia touches North Caro-
lina and Tennessee, to test local senti-
ment. Thomason also said he would seek
a new government survey to back up his
claims.
Thomason said he would continue
making weekend trips into the disputed
area to further cement his case before
it comes to the legal state.
Thomason said he found proof over
tl* weekend that the legally accepted
border was faulty. He said during h i s
journey into "some of the wildest coun-
try in the Southeast" he located to ob-
scured border markers.
"After seeing this evidence there is
no doubt in my mind that the 35th paral-
lel is from one and three-quarters miles
North to one-half mile North of the cur-
rent Georgia border," Thomason said.
"T h a t means we ow n about 200
square miles of land Tennessee and
Nor th Carolina n o w claim, including
much of the Chattanooga business dis-
trict! much of its residential area, all of
Cooper Hill and at least three-fourths of
Lookout Mountain," he said.
Its blacks
vs. whites
WASHINGTON — The Urban Insti-
tute put its researchers to work on the
question "are blacks catching up with
whites?" The experts now are back with
the answer: Yes and no; judge for your-
self.
The Institute, a private non-profit
research organization, created a scale of
economic and social indicators to mea-
sure the progress of blacks and whites
in the 1960-68 period.
In each of the 16 areas measured
and compared, whites were better off
than blacks at both the beginning and
end of the eight-year period. But analy.s-
si of the statistics showed that blacks
had narrowed the gap between the races
in some areas, such as education. hous-
ing, health and jobs while falling farther
behind in several other key measures of
family life and income.
The 860,000 study, prepared by insti-
tute researcher Michael Flax with gov-
ernment funds, made' no overall assess-
ment of the state of racial equality in
the united states but it did attempt to
project 1960-68 trends toward closing
the black-White gap through 1976.
The study showed the gap had nar
rowed Miring the eigtit years in 10 of the
16 categories: infant mortality, life ex-
pectancy, housing quality: birth rates,
completion of high choir! tot
ployment, teen-age unemployment, pro-
fessional-technical employment and pre-




R. Charles Koen, head of the
United Front of Cairo, Ill., surren-
dered to St. Louis police to begin a
six-month jail term. He plans a
liquid fast during his jail term.
IVE holds
dance Aug. 5
The Inner-City Voter Education Com-
mittee, a non-partisan organization, an-
nounces their Big Welcome Dance to be
given for the enjoyment of the newly en-
franchised 18 to 21 year old registered
voters.
The dance will be. held Thursday,
\ ug. 5 at the Showcase Club on Park
Admission will only he a voter regis-
tration card. The entertainment will be
furnished by Stax Recording co. There
will be plenty of door prizes and plenty
of fun.
If you are between the ages of 18 to
21 years and have not registered to vote,
please go to 157 Poplar ave., and regis-
ter NOW!!!
Remember the big dance — Aug. 5
— Register to vote and join the fon!!!
1-10ME ON A CRUTCH
A great pe-centage 0! United States sol-
diers are returning from the Vietnam
war as dope addicts. But while the na-
tion is in a tizzie trying to fathom the
extent of the problem, the roll of addic-
tion daily mounts in terms of crime, bro-
ken bodies and broken home . What is
the extent of the problem in Chicago?
And, what is being done to offset the
problem in a society already streaked
with social ills too cumbersome for it to
overcome? Beginning this week in the
Tri State Defender, Ted Lacey, staff wri-
ter for Sengstacke Newspapers tacklea
some of these serious question. T Ii e
answers are not always pretty. But, then,
dope addiction never is. Read this heart-
breaking series beginning today on page
3.
rt;
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CAA makes two strikes against hunger
The Community Action
Agency received final ap-
proval of its grant for $53,-
000 from the Office of Eco-
nomic Opportunity ' to pro-
vide vitamin and Iran sup-
plemented formula to 1500
babies born at City of Mem-
PI1N Hospital and designated
by doctors at the hospital to
be ''a high risk for dysfunc-
tional survival due to under-
nutrition."
The Community Action
Agency has also re.eived
formal approval of two
grants totaling $97125 from
the Office of Economic Op-
portunity to set up Enter-
gency Food Programs that
will be operated by Chelsea
Community Coor d mating
JESSIE EPP- SAID In a news conferenCe Wednesday, July
7 at the Lorraine hotel that "I am withdrawing from the
Mayoralty race, in order to devote spy time as a "non-
candidate" and to work instead on the kind peoples
platform which is so desperately needed in Memphis."
Committee, 2390 Chelsea
ave., and Northeast Shelby
Center, 7323 Highway 64.
Since the ('AA does not
operate p r ograms itself,
Fund for Needy School Chil-
dren. a local quasi-public,
non-profit community serv-
ice organization which fo-
cuses on the needs of infants
and young children, will ad-
minister the program along
with the coordination of St.
Jude Children's Research
hospital, University of Ten-
nessee Dept. of Pediatrics,
City of Memphis Hospital
Newborn Service dept.. and
Memphis and Shelby County
Health dept.
Medical officials nave es-
timated that 3.000 babies of
I4-income parents are born
annually at City of Memphis
Hospital and placed in the
-high risk for dysfunctional
survival due to malnutri-
tion" category. One-half of
these babies will he covered
under this grant. The Fund
f(.r Needy School Children
has submitted to the CAA a
proposal for a smiliar pro-
gram that will provide spe-
cial formulae for the addi-
tional 1,500 babies. The CAA
has requested of the Office
of Ee0tIonlie Opportunity
funds to cover the other in-
fants. However, approval of
the second program has not
been granted to date.
Officials of the medical in-
stitutions which will coordi-
nate the CAA program have
already drawn together in-
formation which indicate,
that anemia and small sta-
tue were prevalent in the
poor population in Memphis
and Shelby County among
infants under one year of
age. The institutions have
data on hand that will iden-
tify low hematocrit t volume
of packed red blood cells),
small head circumference,
shorter body length, and less
body weight in infants of
low-income parents.
Roscoe Overton Sr., execu-
tive director of the Commu-
nity Action Agency, said the
project will attempt to show
that on a massive community
basis, the introduction of
iron and vitamin enriched
infant formula feeding to a
segment of a low income
community will improve the
general quality of health ob-
servable in that total com-
munity. This is the first
time that any agency, medi-
cal or non-medical, has had
the opportunity to observe,
study, and document the
overall impact on a low-in-
come community .achieved
by introdu!:ing such feeding
to this highest risk segment,"
he added.
Mr. Overton explained that
the 12-month program will
be conducted as follows:
For the first six months 250
babies per month will be
selected by Newborn Serv-
ice Department of City of
Memphis Hospital; special
milk formula will be pre-
scribed for a six-month peri-
od to infants at the time of
their discharge from the nur-
sery by issuing coupons
which will be redeemable at
designated centers in low-
income communities. Par-
ents will bring the infants
to the Health Department at
the end of two, four, and six
months for measurements of
hematocrit, head circumfer-
ence, body length, and body
weight. At the end of six
months 1500 babies will have
been registered into the proj-
ect and the first 250 will
have been phased out of the
program; at the end of 12
months all 1500 babies will
have been phased out.
Within 60 days after com-
pletion of program (measure-
ment of last group of in-
fants) data will be assem-
bled, analyzed. and compar-
ed with data of 1969 and 1970




Musing: Ile has achieved
success who has lived well;
laughed often and loved
much: who has gained the
respect of intelligent men
and the love of little children.
DEAR CARLOTTA:
The fellow I go with is try-
ing hard to save money for
college, and as a result, our
date life is down to one
evening a week. I want to
see more of him, even if we
don't do anything expensive.
Since 1045 . . . 5 Locations
APPLIANCE CO.
I., E. GATLIN R. G. KINICLIE L E. GATLIN JR.
• 3431 SUMMER  324-4406
• 5 237 POPLAR  682-1661
• 31 18 THOMAS (HWY. 51 N.)  358-4585
• 2574 LAMAR  743-5 3 70
• 4253 HWY. 51 SOUTH  396-0995
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front opening, makes loading
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cluding Plate Warmer.
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HOW can I get a proud guy
to accept the idea of Dutch
Treat dates? He is very
stubborn and I think he




If you are quite sure that
the dearth of dates is due to
the fellow's lack of money
rather than lack of interest. I
then use your female ingenu-
ity to plan evenings that :
cost Effie'. See to it that
you're invited to spend the
evening at your house with
another co u plc; suggest
picnics (the girls bring the
food) trips to parks and zoo.
Sometimes, come up with
two tickets to the show ...
will you join me? ,
DEAR CARI,OTTA:
I am a fellow 17 with my
fire full-time summer job ..
I was looking forward to
soaking away most of my
earnings, because I've been
saving up for the car my
folks promised me if I could
buy it myself. But now my
dad has cut off my allow-
ance for the summer, saying
I can now afford 'to finance
my own expenses! The min-
ute a guy shows a little ini-
tiative, he gets slapped down.
What Can I do?
WORRIED
•. DEAR WORRIED:
You are a big boy now,
and the is no reason why
you should expect a handout
when you are earning cash
to own a car. You can salt
away the surplus (you must
be earning a good deal more
than your regular allowance)
and still take the burden
temporarily -off your dad.
You are goillg to have' to
get accustomed to support-1
ing yourself eventually; thisl
summer job period is a good
time to get in some practice.
COMPARATIVE TRI-STATE BANK of Memphis
STATEMENTS OF CONDITION Memphis, Tennessee
At the close of business June 30
RESOURCES 1971
Cash and Due from Banks   $ 1,220,101
U. S. Securities  3,818,700
Other Securities  465,191
,Federal Funds Sold  1 500,000
Other Loans and Discounts .  6,616,216
Bank Premises and Equipment  240,979
Other Assets 174,333















Reserve on Loans • 50.293



















Advisory Committee of Board of Director:jos
HIGHEST INTEREST ON SAVINGS
Regular Savings Accounts
4,10,4 Per Annum
Green Power Savings Ran'
5% Per Annum
PAID 4 TIMES A YEAR
EACH DEPOSITOR INSURED UP TO $20,000
MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION
Health Department before
the introduction of iron and
vitamin-enriched for mula.
The conclusions will be made
in a report by the coordinat-
ing medical institutions and
Fund for, Needy School Chil-
dren to the Community Ac-
tion Agency and Office of
Economic Opportunity.
The CAA *ill release re-
sults to the public.
Miss Guy at GS explotation
If you've ever found a
pebble with a fossil imprint,
an old piece of pottery,
or an arrow head, then you
can imagine how exciting
it would be to spend two
whole weeks ' looking for,
and learning 'about, such
things..
Miss Lena Guy, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Jessie J.
Guy of Byhalia, Miss., took
part in an archaeological
exploration of the Girl
Scout National Center West
in Worland, Wyo,
Miss Guy was one of 72
Girl Scouts from throughout
the LJnitikl States chosen
to take part in this Girl Scout •
National Event.
With the aid of consultants,
from the Dept. of Anthropo-
logy at the University of
Wyoming, Lena and the
other Scouts learned how to
conduct and participate in a'
dig, to catalogue artifacts,'
to prepare field trail legend,
and maps, and to understand
museum p r a ctices. The
girls lived in tents and,
did their own cooking.
Miss Gay has been in
Scouting for four years,
LENA GUY
and currently is active in
Senior Girl Scout Troop 270,
which is a part mf the
Tenn-Ark-Miss - Girl Scout
Council. When she returns
to Byhalia high school,
where she will be a senior
this Fall, Lena will have
many exciting stories to
tell her classmates. As she
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"MEMPHIS' FINEST DESIGNERS SHOE CENTER":
444111*




Take your choice of famous designer shoes, every pair offered to you at this
unbelievable pricel Of course, not all shoes come in all colors, tizes or styles,
and there are many just one of a kind. But, there are plenty of beautiful shoes
to choose froml (Many originally sold for as much as $44, others from 16.88 to
'28.88). So hurry in for the sale of sales. No layaways. All salashinaL
WE HONOR BANKAMERICARD
AND MASTERCHARGE
NOW 2 STORE LOCATIONS
WHITEHAVEN PLAZA. . . 396-6052
(Just behind Piccadilly Restaurant)
1622 UNION AVE. . . 272-9991
BOTH STORES OPEN DAILY III 5.30 P.M.
UNION,STORE OPEN THURSDAY 111. 8:30 P.M.
Notice to our readers! -
Use our coupons in your Tri-State Defender weekly 
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By TED LACEY -
A war nobody wants to
light; thousands of Vietnam
veterans returning whom
nobody wants to employ.
And as they return from that
little Southeast Asian coun-
try, many are apparently
bringing with them a plague
of heroin addiction that no-
body knows how to solve.
While the ebullient issue of
drug use in our own country
has aroused both compas-
sion and alarm, the aspect of
alarm far outweights com-
passion in the publicity —
amounting to a threat — sur-
rounding the prospect of
thousands of disenchanted,
kill-trained GIs coming home
to faco the prospect of fall-
ing into the surdid life style
associated with supporting a
heroin habit.
We had expected that our
soldiers who managed to re-
turn from the war physically
intact would readjust to
American living and pass on
glamorous tales of manly
war adventures to their
grandchildren and march in
Fourth of July parades, the
way Americans are supposed
to do. But all too often the
Dr. Gibert joins L-0
Dr. JaMes D. Gilbert, satisfied Dr. Gilbert Is our
who joined the faculty of Le- man," said President Hor-
Moyne-Owen last fall as ton.
a professor in the division of The appointment is sub-
education and psychology, ject to approval of trust-
has been appointed academic ees of the college in Novem-
dean of the college, her of this year.
Dr. Gilbert is chairman
of the LeMoyne-Owen self-
study steering committee
and is described by Presi-
dent Horton as "a. very
Dr. ' Gilbert succeeds Dr. warm and humane person."
Lionel A. Arnold who re- "He possesses an intense
signed this summer to ac- desire to create here an edu-
cept a teaching position at catienal methodology that
Oklahoma State university. will motivate disadvantaged
"After 1 e nghty discus- students to strive for aca-
sions with many faculty and demic exce Ilence," the,
staff memb era, I am president said.
Announcemeet of the ap-
pointment was made by the
college president, Odell Hor-
ton.
dountoun • union RS e. • uhilelia% PR
fashion specialists In sizes 18 to 60
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Other prices proportionally reduced
Great values to complete
your summer wardrobe
STOUT SHOPPE ®J,OOWNTOWN • 64 SO. MAIN • 527.6436
UNION AVE, • 1992 UNION • 274.2065
WHITEHAVEN • 4279 NWT 51 5. • 395.0064
shoo whaohovon Mon. and Thurs. until 8 p.m.
499
899
Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups








'YOUR Company Maas Whet Ye. Ask fay Ani
Creates Wket You Mink Or
people who return just aren't
the same young men we sent
away. .
most authoritative
studyp date on the problem
of drrâj use among U.S. mil-
itery forces — conducted by
Chicago's U.S. Rep. Morgan
F. Murphy (D-3d) and Rep.
Robert H. Steele (R-Conn.)
— cites an "understated" es-
timate of 10 to 15 per cent
heroin addicts in Vietnam.
This represents from 26,000
to 39,000 "hooked" American
fighting men. Some estimates
extend the percentage up to
50,000 GIs addicted to heroin.
According to Steele, "The
soldier going to South Viet-
nam today runs a far greater
risk of becoming a heroin
addict than a combat cas-
ualty." He recommended
that President Nixon haul
all U. S. troops out of South-
east Asia unless arrange-
ments con he made with the
governments of South Viet-
nam, Thailand and Laps to
quash illicit drug traffic that
is said to be crippling and
demoralizing Amertcan forc-
es. President Nixon was
moved to the point of label-
ing the use of illicit drugs
— both here and by Ameri-
cans abroad — "a problem
of the highest priority" and
"a national emergency,"
adding that it is "a special
problem" with returning vet-
erans.
He is seeking to spend an
additional $155 million to
fight drug abuse, bringing
the total to $370 million in
the fiscal year which began
July 1. He has also appoint-
ed Dr. Jerome H. Jaffe to
be his special advisor on
drug abuse, and has set up
a new drug control agency.
Hastily enacted measures
aimed at identifying and
"rehabilitating" probl em
drug users in the armed
services are already func-
tioning, with controversial
results.
The heroin "epidemic" in
Vietnam apparently gained
momentum about a year
ago when an inexhaustable
supply of the opium deriva-
tive started flowing into the
war-ravaged country from
Laos, Burma and Thailand.
The underground smuggling
network is allegedly headed
by high-ranking Vietnamese
government officials.
The stuff supplied to our
soldiers is so pure (95 per
cent) that one can reported-
ly get almost as high by
either snorting or smoking it
as one can by injecting the
diluted (5 per cent or less)
powder into a vein with a
hypodermic needle. •
Many Gls who used heroin
this way du so under the
mistaken impression that
the drug must be mainlined
in order to become addic-
tive. This mistaken notion
was apparently compounded
by the usual Army training
film that equated the danger
of heroin with the use of
marijuana — which is every-
where and apparently innoc-
uous.
Congressman Murphy is
concerned, he said, because
the heroin that is so cheaply
obtained in Vietnam will cost
each addicted user "around
$150 a day when he returns
to the United States, which,
if he is to continue his hab-
it, means turning to crime."
The vets are the losers all
the way around. The people
"back home" often have
such mixed feelings about
their return — after the pub-
licized reports of both war
atrocities and rampant drug
use, hinting an association
between the two — that this
inhospitable mood could in-
crease the problem of read-
justment and contribute to
the need for continued use
of narcotics. The fact that
we have shipped these men•
away to fight an unpopular
war and cannot even offer,
them jobs for their trouble
when they return, further
serves to aggravate the prob-
lem.
Has this war done nothing
but debilitate our nation's
economic structure and turn
a generation of young men
into anti-social addicts? To
answer this most urgent
question, various government
agencies are doing the usual
studies, legislators are doing
a lot of talking and parents
are doing a lot of worrying.
But so far the question re-
mains unanswered.
Even "middle-Americans"
are adding their cries of pro-
test to the war movement,
spurred by the fear of los-
.
ing their sons t 0 lant
crimewave and of jeopardiz-
ing the nation's future.
What we have apparently
.established, however, is that
we cannot expect to yank a
young American — the most
"sophisticated" to be pro-
duced in our history — out of Continued
his home and job or school
and throw him into a foreign
arena, and ask him to risk
the treacherous devices of an
"enemy" he does not hate
and kill for such an uncer-
tain cause, and still expect
him to perform like a hero.
(EDITOR'S NOTE: After months of intensive investigations,
Sengstacke Newspapers staff writer Ted Lacey has put together
a definitive series of essays on the narcotics problems facing
the nation and Chicago's black community as more and more
Vietnam veterans return to their homes hooked. This-is- the
first of five parts.)
Friendship holds tea
The Friendship Choir Union
will hold its Annual King
and Queen Tea at the Spring
Hill M.B. church. 3815 Haw-
kins Mills rd., Friday night,
July 30 at 8 p.m.
Dr. John Jordan will in-
troduce the guest speaker,
Attorney Walter U. Bailey.
Noah Bonds will be mas-
ter of ceremonies.
Daniel Branch is president
of the choir union; Westly
Lawrence is manager, Mrs.
Eddie C. Johnson is secre-
tary and Mrs. Lillie •Mae
Evans is reporter.
Help Morn and Dad
pay your way through
college.
If you're goon enough to get an
Army ROTC scholarship, it'll pay
Joe all your tuition, books and lab
fees. And give you year 'round
spending money.
If you're a high school graduate
and you take ROTC when you get a
crack at a three-year scholarship in
your freshman year. Or a two-year
one the year after. Or one that'll
pay for your last year.
With Army ROTC, you never lose.
Even if you don't win a scholarship
and the folks wind up footing the
bills, you get an Army commission
when you graduate. That makes a
college investment pay off a lot
better. For years to come.
As an Army officer, you'll ex-
ercise leadership. Manage men and
material. Work closely with people
from all walks of life. From all over
the country. And you'll have the
chance to see some of the world,
too.
Check it out. Write one of the
officers below. There's no obliga-
tion, lust a great opportunity.
ARMY ROTC. A great way to
make it.
Maier Jens*, A. Harris
Chief, Min Rct Br
ATTN: AJAGPI.P
HO, Third US Army
Ft McPherson, Ga. 30330
LTC John H. Red& Jr.
Alabama AMA College
Normal, Ala. 35762
LTC Charles D. Randall
Alcorn ASH College
Lorrnan, Miss, 39096
LTC Sanuel Washington, Jr.
Florida ASH University
Tallahassee, Fie. 32307




North Corolino MT State University
Greensboro, N.C. 27405
LTC Will,. L. Johnson
South Coroline State College
Orangeburg, S.C. 29115
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Second of five parts...
The riddle of Angela Davis:
Black, beautiful and brilliant
By JACK V. FOX -• •
Ufited Press International
On a steady late August day
in. 1959, Angela Davis -and h a r
yognger brother, .Ben, arrived in
New York's Pennsylvania station
after a train trip from Alabama
anti were met by a white Episco-
palian minister and his wife.
The minister was the Rev. Wil-
liam Howard Melish, then 49. With
the exception of Prof. Herbert Mar-
cur, the Rev. Mr. Melish proba-
bly had more to do with shaping
Angela's thinking and direction
than any adult outside her family.
:Mary Jane Melish recalls that
Angela greeted her with a kiss on
the.. cheek.
'"She was a well brought up
girl — nice, quiet, pleasant,' Mrs.
Melish says.
"She was quite tall, a w e 1 1-
built youngster. Quite attractive.
She was soft-spoken; a little timid.
Here she was, a black youngster
from the South coming to live in
New York in a white neighbor-
hood."
Angela was 15 at the time. She
had been awarded a scholarship by
the Southern Negro Student Com-
mittee of the American Friends
Service Committee to attend Eliza-
beth Irwin- high school a, "pro-
gressive" experimental school in
New York's Greenwich Village.
Ben. a year younger, was en
route to a similar scholarship year
at a school in New Jersey. ,
Angela lived with the Melish
family for two years. They had a
large home at 905 St. Marks ave..
in Brooklyn on the edge of the
Bedford-Stuyvesant black ghetto.
She took the subway to and from
Elizabeth Irwin.
The Melishes had three sons
— John, then 19. William. 16, and
Howard, 11. All have since been
graduated from Harvard.
The Rev. Mr. Melish had been
a highly controversial figure in
New York because of his pro-Sovi-
et views and had been involved in
a battle with some members of
the congregation who wanted to
remove him as associate rector at
Holy Trinity church in Brooklyn
where his father was rector.
During World War II he help-
ed organize Russian War Relief
chapters in the New York area
and gave lectures on Soviet-Ameri-
can relations. In 1943, he was one
of the founders of the National
Council of American-Soviet Friend-
ship and in 1946 he became nation-
al chairman of the organization.
The timing was not propitious.
The vial- had ended and the "cold
war" had begun. The Rev. Mr.
Melish testified before the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee,
about a number of things, includ-
ing opposition to the Truman Doc-
trine of containing Communism in
Europe.
In 1947. then Atty. Gen. Tom
Clark issued the first of his lists
of "subversive" organizations and
on it was the National Council. A
short time later, Maj. Gen. Wil-
liam J. Donovan, head of the war-
time Office of Strategic Services,
accused Melish on a radio pro-
gram of being a Communist.
Says the Rev: Mr. Melish to-
day:
"I have never been a member
of the Communist party. I am
sympathetic with the Socialist
Niew point."
The Elizabeth, Irwin school
which Angela attended for two
years is a private coeducational
school with grades 7 through 12
which was established in 1941. The
tuition now runs around $2,300 a'
year.
The New Yon Times guide to
New York Ciq private schools
says about Elizabeth Irwin:
"The school encourages an
imasce of socially aware students
who nave a destre to be active in
bringing about Change. They tend
(EDITOR'S NOTE: This is the
second of fis e articles tracing the
life of Angela Davis who stands
accused as an accomplice in the
murder of Superior Court Judge
Herold J. Haley in a shootout at
the San Rafael, Calif., courthouse
in August 1970).
Benjamin Davis, brother of Ange-
la, a defensive back with the Cleve-
land Browns., says his sister is in-
nocent.
to be informal 'VI' dregs:sand man-
ner. But Off icials' feel that
outside observers tend lo see the
school as more permissively pro-
gressive than it
Academie-load-es -Ire arriv-
ed at by "derriocratIrllecisiohs"
through meetings orttie faculty.
Students call theit'lleachers
their first names. StuAents•arerre-,
quired as part Of CeTiTstudies to
put a few hours each 'week into
some kind of commurittv work:
Angela had never before been
away alone from her home in Bir-
mingham, Ala.. and she threw her-
self into the cultural life of the big
city with gusto. Her parents had
provided her with sufficient pock-
et money that she was able to
go to many -plays and concerts al-
though by the second year — like
many a newcomer — her enthu-
siasm waned.
Angela had an A average in
high school in Birmingham but for
the first .time in her life she ran
into scholastic troubles at E-I.
"She was a very lovely eager
beaver student when she came
came up." recalls the Rev. Mr.
Melish. "But she had pretty rough
going at E-I.
"The. standards were in u c h
tougher than she had been accus-
tomed to in Birmingham at Park-
er High. She'd get a B minus or
C plus for the same work. And
she had no foreign language. The
school advised her to do the junior
year over. It turned out it was
very wise advice. She was to o
young and she had these holes in
her education to fill.
"They advised her to go to
summer school and to get extra
tutoring in French. French. was
the difficult subject so she decid-
ed to master French"
The Rev. Mr. Melish said she
was "crazy about the drama and
the theater."
"They had a good teacher and
coach at E-I and she was in every-
thing," he says.
Another girl in Angela's class
at E-I who took part in all t h e
drama activities Could not recall
Angela being very active in any-
thing.
Amy Saltz, presently director
of the off-Broadway production
"Toilet)" and an assistant director
of the original production of
"H a i r," h a d trouble recalling-
much at all about Angela.
"She- was. a total nebbish
(Yiddish slang .for nondescript)
she 'never said anything, she never
did anything," says Miss Saltz.
"I remember her as a very.
very shy, quiet girl — very neb-
bishly*, totally nondescript. I had
very little to do with her, mostly
because she was such a nebbish.
We had nothing to talk about."
Miss Saltz has vague memories
of Angela having a minor role in
the senior play, "The Skin of Our
Teeth," ("She played either t h e
fortune teller or the gypsy, I can't
remember which"), borrowing a
trumpet from Angela ("I chipped
my tooth on it") and the telling of
a story about frying eggs on the
streets of Birmingham.
"Angela wasn't active politi-
cally at all — that I remember,"
she says emphatically. "W hen I
first started hearing about her —
with the controversy at the Uni-
versity of California — I couldn't
have been more shocked.
"I couldn't believe it was the
same Angela when l'read the news
story. not even after I saw the pic-
tures. She was really beautiful. It
wasn't anything like I remember
her."
Miss Saltz contrasted Angela
with another of their classmates,
Kathy Houdin. Miss Boudin was
one of the two known survivors,
along with Kathy Wilkerson, of the
explosion March 6, 1970, that
wrecked a Greenwich Village
townhouse at 18 W. 11th at. in New
York where young radicals were
making bombs.
"She (Miss Boudini was very
active politically, doing everything
there was to do — going to Cuba.
She was the idol of the school. She
was very active, very bright, in-
volved in things. She was the star
of the basketball team, the best
student in our class, very popular
and very political."
There were 35 to 40 students
in Angela's class. There was one
other black girl, and, maybe, one
black boy, according to Miss Saltz.
She said their history teacher then
was a Marxist and that a class in
Existentialism was offered as an
elective- which Angela took.
"The school encouraged t h e
questioning of social mores, politi-
cal mores, the bourgeois society
in general. I couldn't figure what
she was doing there. She was so
middle class and her background
was so middle class. I remember
feeling that she didn't have any-
thing to do with the problems of
the South — that she had led a
very protected existence down
there."
One of the teachers at Eliza-
beth Irwin at the time agrees that
Angela was anything but outstand-
ing.
"I remember something about
nearly every student I have had
— an essay, a report, something
— ,but I don't remember a thing
about Angela," the teacher says.
'rhe Rev. Mr. Melish paints a
very different picture about Ange-•
la's time at the school but he
agrees that she had little aware-
ness of the civil rights movement.
"Angela knew about the move-
ment but her family had not been
any part of it," he says. "It was
very clear to us — and Sally (Da-
vis, Angela's mother) had repeat-
ed this — that they had tried to
shield their children from the dif-
ficulties in Birmingham. We think
of Birmingham as the Johannes-
burg of the United States.
"Angela was not active ,at this
time. Angela's political interests
came after she moved here. Some
people talk about Angela being ac-
tive from the very beginning. It
just ain't so."
The Rev. Mr. Melish had left
the church staff two years before
Angela came to New York. For
the past twci years he has been
rector of Grace Episcopal church
in Queens but in 1959 he was East-
ern representative of the Southern
Conference Educational Fund, one
of the early civil rights organiza-
tions.
The job took the Rev. Mr.
Melish on speaking tours. At least
twice a year he went through the
South to talk to people in t h e
movement and meet emerging
black leaders. He would invite a
number of them to come up and
join him on the Northern speaking
circuit and each of the black lead-
ers would stay with the Melishes.
in their home.
"T hey were all coming
through our house while Angela
was here." he says. "The whole
atmosphere was one of activism.
There probably were very f e w
kitties in the country where she
would have been exposed to the
movement ag she was here."
; During the spring of 1960 An-
gela began the community work
required as part of her social stud-
ies. Each student had to put in a
few hours in community, service
each week and Angela chose to
work with a Teen Center in Brook-
lyn where Mrs. Melish was the
director.
"Free Angela" posters have haunt-
ed Californians since the arrest of
A smiling and confident Angela
Davis enters the courtroom in
The Teen Center began as the
Trinity Club, a series of weekly
dances at Holy Trinity church that
would draw 400 to 450 teenagers
each week from all over the city of
New York. When the Rev. Mr.
Melish left the church, the Teen
Center incorporated as "Brooklyn
Heights Youth Center" and rented
a store. It was open after school
and for the dances at night. Mrs.
Melish remained as director.
The center drew a mixed bag
of kids — white, black, Puerto Ri-
can, many of them members of
such gangs, popular then, as the
Ambassadors, the Pharaohs a n d
the Apaches. -
The Rev. Mn. Melish feels the
experience brought to light for the
first time one of Angela's strong-
points.
"She showed a remarkable ca-
pacity from the start to sit down
and talk to these youngsters and
they would talk to her — they
would rap for hours. Here w as
demonstrated for the .first time
her remarkable ability to commu-
nicate ,quite an amazing thing."
Time finally brought thoughts
of college. Angela applied to five
or six schools, all of them in the
North. She was accepted at three
— Mount Holyoke in South Had-
ley, Mass.; Brandeis University in
Waltham, Mass., and Western Re-
serve (not yet merged with Case)
in Cleveland where she had ap-
plied because of the medical school
with the thought she might want
to be a pediatrician.
"But of the three only Bran-
Angela Davis. Most don't c are -
whether Miss Davis is innocent or
San Rafael where she is on trial,
deis offered a scholarship, a very
generous one, four years at $1,500
a year," Melish says.
"Angela's mother wanted her
to go to Mount Holyoke because
that was the status. In" Birming-
ham, that was like the impossible
dream."
But her father, with three
more children to put through col-
lege, was more practical.
tie favored Brandeis because
of the scholarship. The Rev. Mr.
Melish also favored Brandeis be-
cause it was neW, liberal and he
figured would have more minori-
ties.
It apparently didn't matter too
much to Angela.
"She knew none of these
schools — they were just names
to her," the Rev. Mr. Melish re-
calls.
The Rev. Mr. Melish says he
pointed out that Brandeis was near
Boston, a big city where she would
again have access to concerts and
the theater.
Angela chose Brandeis and the
Rev. Mr. ,Melish drove her up to
the school.
"There was a certain timidity
about Angela," he says. "She nev-
er wore her heart on her sleeve
for anything. She was rather ret-
icent. But we had a very happy
two years together."
It was at Brandeis that Ange-
la first met Herbert Marcuse and
had her life turned onto an entire-
ly new course.
(Continued)
guilty. They charge it is society

































































































WASHINGTON — A coali-
tion of civil rights group said
the Nixon Administration
had "diagnosed a cancer" in
its assessment of racial dis-
crimination in housing in
America, but "prescribed
aspirin as the remedy."
Lead by the Leadership
Conference on Civil Rights,
10 groups joined in issuing a
15-page attack on the Ad-
ministration's recent policy
statement on housing segre-
gation. Its harshest indict-
SAN ANTONIO — Airman
James Jordan Jr., son of
James Jordan Sr., 2869 Brad-
ley, has completed basic
training at Lackland AFB,
Tex. Ile has been assigned
to Keesler AFB, Miss., for
training in the administra-
tive field. Airman Jordan is a
1969 graduate of Melrose
high school. His mother,
Mrs. Lottie M. Cannon, re.
sides at 318 S. Richmond,
Chicago.
SAN ANTONIO — Airmanl
Willie J. Maris, son of R.A.i
Mains of 1539 Dottie, has:
been selected for training
Lowry AFB, Colo., as an
Air Force munitions and
weapons maintenance spe- 1
cialist. Airman Mans, a 1970
graduate of Melrose high'
school, recently completed'
bas:c training at Lackland
Alit, Tex. His wife is the
former Rosiland Johnson of
Memphis.
-
SAN ANTONIO — Airman
Larry T. Austin, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Jack Austin of 123$
S. Orleans, has received his
first U.S. Air Force duty as•
signment after completing
basic training at Lackland
AFB, Tex. The airman has
been assigned to a unit of
the Strategic Air Command
at Vandenberg AFB, Calif.,
for tralning and duty as a
security policeman. Airman
Austin is a 1969 graduate of
Booker T. Washington high
school.
SAN ANTONIO — Airman
Michael W. Burnett, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry A. Da.
vis, 049 Jonetta st., has
completed basic training at
Lackland AFB, Tex. He :s
remaining at Lackland for
training as a security police-
man. Airman Burnett grad-
uated from Geeter high
school In 1969.
meat was of the Presidegt
himself.
"Perhaps the most dis-
couraging aspect of Presi-
dent Nixon's statement is its
limited view of the responsi-
bility the President and the
federal government must
accept for correcting con-
ditions which are admittedly
very serious," their state-
ment said.
The President's statement,
the groups said, did a good
job of describing the prob-
lem, but did not deal enough
with possible solutions.
"It is simply unacceptable
for the administration to
suggest that the government,
with all gf the enormous re-
sources it has at its disposal
and ith the detail regu-
lation it has e inployed in
fields such as taxation, is
powerless to correct a funda-
mental injustice w hich it
helped create."
The statement, which was
written by the Leadership
in three specific areas:
— "By creating artificial
distinctions between 'racial'
and 'economic' discrimina-
tion, t he administration
has handcuffed itself in ef-
forts to overcome the princi-
pal barrier to progress —
exclusionary land use policies
which are ostensibly econo-
mic in purpose but which
have a racial impact."
— Failure to use its full
authority against developers,
lending institutions and real
estate brokers which prac-
tice racial discrimination
in housing.
— Failure to demonstrate
"a will to enforce the law
vigorously, by initiating its




issued by the Administra-
tion were a "step forward,"
it said t heir shortcomings
were subtantial.
"On these as on other cru-
cial matters, the president's
housing statement is either
silent or negative.lt has
disagnosed a cancer and pre-





MISS LORINE MALONE receives her trophy as third-place
winner in the WMC-FM Ito "Miss Memphis Hot Pants" con-
test from FM-100 deejay Ron Michaels. The competition,
held in Court Square at noon last Friday attracted an es-
timated 2,500 enthusiastic. spectators, whose response deter-
mined the winners via an applause meter. The contest was
co-sponsored by Pepsi Cola.
Nixon does nothing for
black jobs or housing
•NMW YORIC'4-- The long-
awaited stateleent by Pres-
ident Nixon on 'equal oppor-
tunity in housing dwells,
say i N A A CP Executive
Director Roy Wilkins. on
the ' limited operation"
of the Federal Government
in minority housing and
especially i n c ombatting
racial d i s crimination in
the suburbs.
Within the 15 pages of
the statement, the Presi-
dent did state positively
under the heading o f Poli-
cies of This Administration:
"This administration will




this to mean, in accordance
with f r equent announce-
ments f r om the White
House, that no combatting
of r a c ial discriminationl
through t he employment
of zoning ordinances by ,
suburban bodies would be





Immetttlt. opening for mlintenaflCA
ma n Must have good mechanical
and electrical background Good work-
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HOMES FOR SALE
940 (N7•1gate Rd. By owner 4 bedroom.
'bathe. eat•in kitchen. Double car-
sari garage. Fleautiful in.,. large lot.
Walk to school 946-3252
FOR SALE
contents of Servant Room
2 Double Sags, dresser and rhifforobt,
chair. Stove for heating and cooking.
272-91)40.
MEN CLOTHING
Fine lot of Navy suits and erotic
both winter and summer Excellent
arsterial. like now 272-9944.
Hum., for Salo
1443 Alamo. Cherokee Area 3 Bedroom.
nye. sepxyle dining room. Brick.
Central He and Air 327-2922
AUTO PARTS
  SWAP LIKE NEW BATTERIES FOR
Junk oar parts . . Starter., gene-
rators. •lternators, pressure pla,es
disks. radiators etc. 9113-54117
time. '
Buy Auto Conditioner, working 'Jr non
working 613-4467 anytime. I
WDIA
CallForAction
For Assistance With Your Problems Health,
Sanitation, Welfare, Social Security, Legal Aid
and Many Other Areas ... CALL
278-6316
MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
BETWEEN 11 A.M. and 1 PM
Another Service from The Station Where
YOU'RE FIRST with US as WE are with YOU
Offered Only by WDIA
'ASS OF1
If you're going to
college to be a leader,
why not take the
leadership course?
If you're good enough to get an
Army ROTC scholarship, it'll pay
for all your tuition, books and lab
fees. And give you year 'round
spending money.
If you're a high school graduate
and you take ROTC when you get a
crack at a three-year scholarship in
your freshman year. Or a two-year
one the year after. Or one that'll
pay for your last year.
With Army ROTC, you never lose.
Even if you don't win a scholarship
and the folks wind up footing the
bills, you get an Army commission
when you graduate. That makes a
college investment pay off a lot
better. For years to come.
As an Army officer, you'll ex-
ercise leadership. Manage men and
material. Work closely with people
from all walks of life. From all over
the country. And you'll have the
chance to see some of the world,
too.
Check it out. Write one of the
officers below. There's no obliga-
tion. Just a great opportunity.
ARMY ROTC. A great way to
make it.
Mak, Josses A. Harris
Chief, Min Dee ir
ATTN: AJAGR•P
HQ, Third US Army
Ft lienereee, Gl• 30330
LTC .1440 H. 14441, Jr.
Alabasso ALM College
Normal, Al.. 35762
LTC Charles D. Readoll
Alcoa. ALM College
Lemon, Miss. 39096
LTC Settee! Weshingtoa, Jr.
Florida A&M Uehrersity
Tallehossee, Fla. 32307




Here Canals. ALT Swint Univac,*
Greensboro, M.C. 27405
LTC Willi* L. Jalesesea
Sao* ConslIna Stet* Caney
Oranoebrog, S.C. 29115
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8:30 a.m. $o9 p.m. First 4 Days
• ' . to 9,p.m. Fri. and Sot.
200z BOTTLE
Full Week's Prices
Thursday Thru Wed. Eve
Quantity Rights Res ved
DEL-MONTE TOMATO CATSUP R()" 33,‘410111
CALIFORNIA Pf 21/2 CAN
ROSEDALE PEACH HALVES 290,
46 OZ. CAN -4 LIMIT
STOKLEY TOMATO JUICE CAN 24
YELLOW STICKS, VEGETABLE LB. PACKAGE
GOLDEN RICH OLEO
WHITE OR COLORED 6 LIMIT ROLLS
SCOTT TISSUE
VEGETARIAN OR WITH PORK
LIBBY DEEP BROWN BEANS 1 4 OZ CA
LEMON CHOCOLATE COCONUT BANANA
MORTON CREAM PIES i.to, 25c
WILSONS PORK CHITTERLINGS 10 LB. 2.98
MEATY PORK NECK BONES LB. 17c
GRADE A MEATY CUT-UP LB. 35c
FRESH FRYERS, WHOLE
ARMOURS VERIBEST PORK










BONELESS BEEF BROIL STEAK LB 94
ARMOUR'S VERIBEST PORK
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NAACP's moderate stand
In its 62nd annual convention. The NAACP shied away from
the lapses and ambiguities of the Nixon Administration. 
Unlike
last year when it spared no words in lambasting the Pres
ident
for his "anti-Negro" attitude, the organization, this year, 
modi-
fied its stand to an amazing degree.
The stratagem of crying wolf too often can yield unrewarding
results. Perhaps, too, it is a wise move at a time the
few remaining civil rights organizations have put their sw
ords
back into their shields and have virtually removed themselves
from the battle, though the struggle is far from being 
won.
In pursuing this course. the NAACP is reverting to its
familiar stance of moderation which is in keeping nyttik the
prevailing national mood and the tempo of the day.
Bishop Stephen G. Spottswood, NAACP's hoard chnikian,
declared in his annual address that the "racial sky. . . is not
as murky and dark as it was a year ago." There are mil n
who will disagree with this assessment.
Whatever the sky may be. it does not oblitera fact
Mr. Nixon dealt a solar plexus blow to integrated hou hen ;
he flatly and openly announced his opposition to enforre using
integration in the suburbs on dubious economic grounils:
His much trumpeted visit to Alabama where he wp greete
d
with unusual warmth by Gov. George Wallace and hugeZipwds
of Dixie admirers and where Mr. Nixon told the Niiiiiicore
racialists that they were living to the letter of the law on school
desegregation more so than the people of the North. While he
was making that statement, the Department of .Justice was
filing suits against four Southern School districts for failure to
comply with the law.
Mr. Nixon's refusal to give frank and satisfactory answers
to the basic civil rights issues raised by the Congressional
Black Caucus, compounds the instances in which the Administra-
tion has pushed under the bed sensitive and significant questions
of equity and opportunity that are dear to the hearts of American
blacks — questions that affect their status in the American
society.
Perhaps Bishop Spottswood has a keener insight into the
workings of the Nixon Administration than most people have or
he is a better tea-leaf reader than the Black Caucus. Time
and only time can tell whether his cautious and limited sanction
of the Nixon program will bear fruitful results.
Satellite link to Africa
A third communications satellite link with Africa with a
live telecast from the State Department to the Congo was opened
this week by the United States. In a phone conversation with
the foreign minister of the Congo, Mario Cardoso, Secretary of
State Rogers said he was pleased "on behalf of President Nixon
and the American people to open a communication link with
the heart of Africa.
Let's hope that the link will be more than a technological
step in space relationship with Africa. The Congo, one of the
wealthiest stateson the black continent, needs good industrial
relations with the West for processing and marketing of her
raw materials. America can do much to help the Congo expand
its commerce and industry in the old world.
Judge weighs Ellsberg plea
BOSTON — (UPI) — A federal magistrate took under
advisement Thursday 1)r. Daniel Elkherg's attempt to block
his removal to California to stand trial for leaking the Penta-
gon papers to the press. Defense lawyers claimed his indict-
ment was based on illegal wiretapping evidence.
A ruling will not come for at least eight days.
The 50-minute hearing before Magistrate Peter A. Princi
was held amid tight security precautions. Identities were
checked at the door of the 15th floor courtroom, men's coats
were frisked and women's handbags searched. Several feder-
al guards stood inside the courtroom during the session.
As Ellsberg entered the courthouse with his wife, Josef
Miot-Morz, a self-styled Polish freedom fighter carrying a
cross-shaped placard, lunged at Ellsberg. Ellsberg's lawyers
shoved Mlot-Mroz abide.
Ekberg was not hit but the placard struck two television
news cameramen including Jerry Small of UPI televis
ion.
They filed a complaint with -police.
Ellsberg was escorted out a side door by police after the
bearing.
Leonard B. Boudin, Eilsberg's chief attorney, argued at
the hearing attended by some 75 newsmen and spectators
that the defendant's extradition to California should 
he
blocked on grounds evidence was obtained by illegal wiretap.
Ellsberg, 40, a former Pentagon and State Department
aide who is a research associate at Massachusetts 
institute
of Technology (MIT), was indicted by a federal grand 
jury in
Los Angeles last month for unlawful possession and di
stributiog„




Vietnam war has this
country torn apart
BY DR. BENJAMIN E. MAYS
Never before has this country been
torn apart as it is now over the war in
Vietnam. There is confusion and frus-
tration everywhere. Nobody in power
knows just what to do. It is like the
man who had the bull by the tail, lie
was afraid to hold the tail and afraid
to let the tail go. We are afraid to
stay in Vietnam because this country is
torn apart and the American people are
not going to allow this war to go on for-
ever.
It is draining our economic resourc-
es and draining our man power. The
most illiterate man feels strongly that
we cannot win the war. When Martin
Luther King, Jr. lashed out against the
war. most of the people condemned King.
Time has proved that Martin Luther was
right.
We are afraid to pull out because
of our obsession over communism. We
fear that if we pull our men out of
Vietnam, Southeast Asia will go com-
munist and eventually all Asia will be
a communist continent. It is the opinion
of this writer that if Southeast Asia is
to become a communist area, there is
nothing the United States can do to stop
it.
We cannot stay there forever and I
do not believe the South Vietnamese will
ever be able to stand alone without our
support. We are afraid too that we will
lose face among the nations of the earth
— a big and powerful nation allows a
two-by-four nation to hold it at bay for
almost a decade. Then too we have made
too many commitments to small na-
tions around the earth.
Now with the country further divid-
ed over the newspapers publishing what
is suppose to be top government secrets
and the government suing The N e w
York Times, The Washington Post and
other papers. The division in this country
is accentuated further.
The Paris peace talks have been a
failure from the beginning. There has
never been any ray of light coming from
those talks. And as long as we are di-
vided in this country over the war.
the Vietnamese are not going to nego-
tiate.
They know that millions of Ameri-
cans want us to get out of Vietnam, even
Congress is more and more determined
that we should get out.
My view is that we should get out
of Vietnam at the earliest possible mo-
ment and turn our attention to uniting
this country and building a sound econo-
mic base for every American.
The world has never been with us
in this fight. Our allies in Europe have
not supported us. Every time Europe gets
in trouble, we help them. When we get
in trouble, Europe sits on its hands. The
time has come for the Uni'ed States to
learn that we cannot police the world
a looe.
All of this goes to prove that the
wisest leaders in government and those
at the top are not experts and they
often do not know what they are doing.
National hotline
By DIGGS DATROOTH
(Distributed by Ileassearke Newspapers)
WASHINGTON —
When Mayor Carl
Stokes stormed out of
the Ohio Democratic
meeting over the is-
sue of his brother,'
Rep. Louis Stokes,
not receiving creden-
tials it marked t h e
first outward break of
(he Stokes duo with a
long simmering politi-
cal pot. It is no a e-
cret Mayor Stoke's
disenchantment with some members of
his own party during his successful ad-
ministration. •Yet of the problems that
he has faced have been laid directly at
the door of "subversives" within his own
party. His brother Louis, although quiet
in manner, is one of the stronger mem-
bers in the Black Caucus on capital
Hill, Rep. Stokes ranked along with
Rep. Bill Clay of Missouri in selling the
largest number of tickets for the recent
8100-per plate dinner. What Ohio Demo-
crat done in the sniping at the Stoke's
brothers will undoubtedly have its ef-
fect on the black voter there. Some
whites have misread that the S tok it
are out of favor with blacks. What they
don't realize Is that rank and file blacks
are still high on the personable polti-
cos.
INSIDE STUFF: The Nixon Admin-
istration feels that it is scoring Brownie
points among the brothers. The crack-
down by Assistant Labor Secretary Art
Fletcher's office on the barring of
blacks from construction jobs is meeting
great favor. Fletcher went into Atlanta
and put into effect his "Atlanta Plan"
right in the midst of the black publishers
meeting. He went into St. Louis and in-
stalled a "St. Louis Plan" before flying
on to Minneapolis and the NAACP con-
vention where a softening was noted in
the mood of the association. Last year,
the White House was thrown into a tizzy
when Board Chairman Bishop Stephen
Spottswood hit the Administration with a
frontal assault. A few days ago, the Jus-
tice Dept. filed suit against four building
trade unions to force an end to "discrim-
inatory job practices against blacks."
The charges were brought against w
sheet metal and steamfitter unions in
the New York area. At about the same
time, the President was in Miami woo-
ing the Teamsters' union.
JOTTINGS ON lath dr U Rep
Walter Fauntroy's voice is being heard
with regularity in the House Elected as
the District's non-voting delegate, the
former Martin Luther King aide is ex-.
ercising the maximum authority alloted
him. Last week he introduced a bill pro-
viding for Home Rule for the District.
This has long been a major issue in
Washington where Southern congress -
men have held the power over local af
fairs . . .That Harlem shooting of Ma
fia chieftan Joseph Colombo at the Ital-
ian-American rally two weeks ago is far
from over. Police fear an outbreak of
Mafia wars.
What's more, there is strong evi-
dence that rival Mafiosi' have linked
with black militants to act as trigger
men. In addition, some black militants
are reportedly ready to war on M•ifia
members for the traffic in dope in Har-
lem. The other possibility is the report
of Harlem black mob members wanting
to control the narcotics traffic in the
ghetto areas. The police are worried and
puzzled. Few are talking, but something
could break out any day now.
STUFF 'N NONSENSE: The Library
of Congress has been asking for trouble
for weeks. When blacks legitimately pro-
tested low grade jobs, officials tried to
alibi the grievances and when „that didn't
silence the issue, they fired 1.3 over dem-
onstrations. Now residents in the Dis-
trict are announcing s u ppor t and the
matter has come before the Black
Caucus. . , .The Episcopalians have in-
stalled a black bishop for Washington_
He is the Rev. John Walker, CS,. who was
consecrated a suffragan b i s hop in a
ceremony opened with James Weldon
Johnson's "Lift Every Voice and Sing."
The preacher for the service was a
militant young Costa Rican, the Rt.
Rev. Jose Antonio Ramos . . , Although
the President is leaning that way, don t
expect the Republicans to take their na-
tional convention to San Diego. It is just
too small and too few hotel rooms. Look
for the GOP to follow the Democrats in-
to Miami. The Beach offers relative se-
curity from any and all outsiders.
RIGHT ON: The Race Relations Re-
porter out of Nashville. Tenn., has re-
vealed that a "trade" has developed be-
tween Alabama Gov. George. Wallace
and President Nixon. According to RRR,
political sources in Alabama say that
"something" is going on." The report
quotes nationally syndicated columnists
Evans and Novak who reported is May
that a deal was made through Postings-
ter Winton Blount of Alabama.
The two men are reported to "have
a common interest in keeping a liberal
out of the White House." The Report says
further that the Governor is interested in
keeping his brother Gerald out of hot wa-
ter over campaign expenditures.
So this is Washington
HUD aide's speech
irks the GOP brass
By IMIEL L. PAYNE
Robert Lee Grant is (or waa maybe
at this writing) Special Assistant to the
Assistant Secretary for Community De-
velopment, Department of Housing and
Urban Development. A native of Hemp-
stead, Long Island, N. Y., Grant is 32
years old and holds an Ph.D. i n
economics from the University of Stock-
holm in Swede n. The youthful junior
bureaucrat was idealistic enough to be-
lieve that as a loyal black Republican
he could work "within the system" to
make the party and the Administration
responsive to the needs of minorities.
On June 25, a disillusioned man de-
livered what was carefully termed as a
private speech at a fund-raising dinner
sponsored by the Long Island chapter of
the NAACP. in Hempstead. As he must
have known it would be', the speech was
a block-buster, with the following reper-
cussions:
A few days later, when news of the
speech reached the department in Wash-
ington, Grant was called in by Assistant
Secretary for HUD Samuel C. Jackson,
also black and the third ranking offi
-
cial, who informed Grant that he "no
longer enjoyed the confidence of the Sec-
retary (George Romney) and should
resign."
Grant refused and told Jackson that
he thought it was an incredibly s m all
way to react to his speech. He fired off
a letter to Romney stating Jackson's de-
mands and enc los ed a copy of his
speech, "The State of Minorities in
Amer ic a." Rep. Seymour Halpern
R.N.Y. ) had Grant's speech inserted in
the Congressional Record and pronounc-
ed it a "forceful analysis. "A call to
Grant's office in Washington brought an
evasive reply from a secretary who said
she didn't know where he was or when
he would return.
J a ck so n, who was attending the
NAACP Convention in Minneapolis, was
unavailable for comment. Grant claims
that the Nixon Administration is neither
anti-Negro, anti-poor or anti-youth. The
problem, he says is that not enough is
being done and that a confidence gap ex-
ists as witnessed by the booing of Secre-
tary of Commerce Maurice Stans when
he spoke at the NAACP Convention.
Grant, in his speech, cited the incident
of the Black Caucus as a case in point
when it sought for more than a year un-
successfully to see President Nixon and
finally got action only after the 13 mem-
bers boycotted the State of the Union
message. While white Americans rant
number one in the world, Brant says,
blacks and other minorities in the U.S.A.,
should rank among the underdeveloped
nations.
There is not one black spokesman in
the Administration who enjoys the •con-
fidence of the President, Grant declared.
He advocated the namingof &black
ombundsman who can adequately inter-
pret the mood and the needs of black peo-
ple. Grant had high praise for the record
of President Dwight Eisenhower in race
relations. . .Insisting that the only way
Being Frank
to achieve change is to stay in the sys-
tem, he will probably have to carry on
his fight outside the Administration.
Says he," I will not back down on what
I said and go back and be a good boy,"
LIVING AIN'T EASY
The living in this summertime is
pro v i o g far from easy with jobs for
school kids elusive and unemployment
among adults soaring. In Washington,
white college students and some unem-
ployed engineers are making the rounds
of of f ice buildings asking for work,
including janitorial services. Idle young
blacks with no job prospects ream the
streets in wolf packs. Sol Linowitz,
chairman of the National Urban Coali-
tion, says the real rate of unemployment
in the inner cities is more like 36 per
cent as compared with the national av-
erage of 5.6 per cent. In Baltimore, it is
estimated to be 40 per cent. Linowitz
warns that the cutback in federal pro-
grams, the President's veto of a public
works program and the conditions in
the cities is a potential bomb explosion.
There is no thermometer to take ,he
temperature of a city, he says.
Gov. Andrew Brimmer of the Feder-
al Reserve Board upstaged the Rev. Leon
Sullivan, founder of Opportunities Indus-
trialization Corporation, last week at the
NAACP Convention in Minneapolis. Bill-
ed as the introducer of Sullivan on his
receipt of the Spingarn Medal, Brim-
mer who is the only bla ck on the Re-
serve, came with a 40 page prepared
speech. He cut it to about 10 pages after
convention officials talked with in I m;
nevertheless, his remarks dominated the
news, leaving the Philadelphia minister
lost in the "race for space."
Ironically, Rev. Sullivan's speech of
acceptance dealt with the same subject
matter as Brimmer's - the plight of
blacks in the employment market. To
reorder the priority, of getting heard in
the medi a, Sullivan scheduled a press
conference in Washington on Friday fol-
lowing in Room S207 of the U. S. Capi-
tol.
ASSORTED ITEMS
By confidence, the National Por-
trait Gallery in Washington, a division of
the Smithsonian Institution, had just in-
stalled a new exhibit, "Black Sounds of
the Twenties - A Glimmer of Their Own
Beauty," featuring Lou is Armstrong,
Bessie Smith, Ma Rainey and Langston
Hughes a mons others. The finishing
touches were just being made then the
news flashed of Armstrong's death. A
handsome brochure on the exhibit which
is accompanied by rare recordings of
the art ist s, is available to visitors.
Meanwhile, the Gallery got permission
to extend the time on the exhibit of Mrs.
Mary McLeod Bethune. The materials
were loaned by Bethune-Cookman Col-
lege in Florida and includes some re-
markable photographs of the late educa-
tor, striding into the White House and




By FRANK L. STANLZY
Many cities across America are ex-
panding, changing, rebuilding and refur-
bishing; in feet so much so that one has
to but be absent a little while and he
will get lost upon his return. This is all
good and well. But as you observe this
monumental change physically you be-
come concerned over the fact that most
of the construction workers are stil I
largely white. This is true in spite of the
fact the building trades are supposed to
be presently undergoing an accelerated
desegregation apprenticeship program be-
cause Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of
1964 prohibitt racial discrimination in
em ploy meat.
However Herbert Hill, National La-
bor Director for the National Association
for the Advancement of Colored People,
contends that:
"No organized group in America is
more vigorously resistant to civil rights
laws than the construction industry craft
unions. They are currently conducting a
rearguard delaying action in the musts
to prevent full implementation of Title
VII of the Civil Rights Act and the other
Civil Rights laws."
We hear much of a Philadelphia plan
and later the Chicago plan and recently
the Atlanta plan. The Nixon administra-
tion proclaims the Philadelphia plan has
had a resounding success. And it seems
Is herald this plan as the one to emu-
late in other cities. However, the Chicago
plan has been written off as failure by
the Nixon administratien although it was
considered the bellwether of volunteer
programs to bring more blacks In the
construction trades. The aituetioo Is so
acute now in Chicago that the govern-
ment recently decided to impose manda-
tory plans there and ether cities that ire
working on volunteer programs.
In spite of all of these deists, ear.
struction sites around the U.S. are be-
coming arenas of conflict far the c o a-
struetion trades, black community a ci d
Civ il Rights groups end the fe4erel
governmen'. Recently in Pittsburgh. Cal.,
white pickets shutdown a Musing pro.
ject in a black neighborhood when t in e
blank centractor hired all black workers.
According to the Bureau of I. a hor
Statistics, at the end of April there were
TIAN Negroes and members of other
ri inority groups among the total of 2.9
iplion construction worksiss-es Al*
ed trades — that is, excluding the labor-
ers. This was about a per ceut of t h e
work force in the skilled trades.
But in 1960, minorities accounted for
5.6 per cent of construction workers. Ia
the total work force they account for
about 15 per cent.
On one side we are told that it is a
"myth" that the construction trades are
"lily-white or discriminate against
blacks. And that Blacks have as many
good paying jobs in construction as in
any other industry." In short there are
some isolated instances of success b u t
certainly not sufficient numerically. To
most civil rights groups and black com-
munity leaders there is no question that
the building trades are excluding minori-
ties on the basis of racial discrimination
and the government has proved little
but lip service in the way of enforcing
equal opportunity legislation.
However Bayard Rustin, executive
Director of the E. Phillip Randolph Foun-
dation, one of our recolfnized civil rights
leaders, predicts that the building trade
will be 50 per cent black within 25 years.
And at the top oft he labor union leader-
ship, he says, "there is a definite com-
mitmest to straighten things out."
On the other hand Ed Couch an At-
lanta business agent for the Cement Ma-
sons Local, who resides in the city where
the next government plan is to be launch-
ed, disputes the contention that the pri-
mary problem is in finding qualified
bl acts for apprenticeship programs.
Couch says, "if they tell you that a I I
doors are open that is a lot of bull ...
the kids are there agd anybody that says
you can't teach them Is lying. You don't
need a high I.Q. to work in any of the
building trades."
Without questioto there are instancep
of Success but they are too few to rear
moan anything in the overall picture.
The reel task is far tho govoraraest to
get dead serious ahout Title 'VII gee in-
*meet it to the hilt ent1 for the Winkl-
ing tootles unions to ceieseientmisly epos
up their aPPreiticeship progrartio to all
people without regard to color.
Uitil this is done the fight will C01-
tihue and you will have considerably high-
ly paid skilled trades such as s sheet
wile Workers, and electricians. Mutat!.
ers,T,pmefitters and others with only a












































































An unique and interesting ex-
periment is underway in Washing-
ton, D.C. Last week marked the
end of its first year of operation.
This is the Joint Center for Po-
litical Studies. It is sponsored by
Howard University and the Metro-
politan Applied Research Corpora-
tion. Dr. James Cheek of Howard
and Dr. Kenneth Clark of MARC
have been personally concerned
with its operation and effective-
ness.
The basic purpose of the Cen-
ter is to enable blacks to become "more effective
participants in the American governmental system."
To this end, the Center provides educational serv-
ices for leaders in public affairs, operates an intern-
ship and fellowship program for young blacks and
provides research data and information on programs
for black elected officials.
• It is a non-partisan private agency under the
rlirection of Frank Reeves. He has assembled a staff
that includes practical politicians as well as political
scientists. Reeves took leave from the Howard Uni-
'varsity Law School faculty to direct the Center.
In the report of its first year's operation, one
of the most interesting developments was the service
the Center rendered to newly elected black public
officials, especially in the deep South.
Under the immediate direction of Clarence Town-
es, formerly with the Republican National Committee,
the Center has helped the black public officials of
Greene County, Ala., Princeville, N.C., Mound Bayou,
Miss. and Lincolnville, S.C. qualify for and obtain
federal assistance that has a cash value exceeding
$400,000.
The Center's Internship program has enabled 26
young blacks to work in the offices of elected offi-
cials and obtain first hand, practical knowledge of the
workings of local, state and federal government. From
among these internes there are bound to come political
leaders of the future.
The research data that the Center has been col-
lecting on blacks in the political area represents a
new resource for all of us. The information services
of the Center should become in time a great asset
for all public officials.
Mayor Richard G. Hatcher and a number of black
elected officials, Democrats and Republicans, attend-
ed the conference of the Joint Center last week. Hatch-
er's views of the importance of the work of the Joint
Center deserve attention.
The mayor pointed out that during the period
of Reconstruction hundreds of blacks were able to win
public offices in the states where the rebels were dis-
enfranchised. Most of those who came into power were
able men. Nevertheless, they needed all kinds of sup-
porting services and assistance in order to make the
most effective use of their newly won opportunities.
They got no help.
The history of that period, said Hatcher, has con-
vinced him that efforts like those being provided
by the Joint Center are essential for political success.
With the fast growing number of blacks in elective
offices, the need is growing greater today. Most of
the new officials have never held public office and
Many of them find their white colleagues indiffe-
rent if not hostile.
The Joint Center for Political Studies is an ex-
periment but on the basis of its operations for- the
first year, it is clear that a very basic need exists for
its services.
It has been said that young black leaders can be
divided into two camps. Those who want to destroy
the so-called system and those who want to change
or reform it. The political process is the major
Vehicle for change. The new breed of black public of-
ficials must be supported if we hope to make the sys-
tem work for rather than against us. If changes do
not come, you can expect the revolution.
FILLING IN FOR THE TOPS — Clinice
Stubbs, left, (Mrs. Levi Stubbs), Naomi Roo.




The second Price family
reunion was held July 4,
on the farm of the late
Hence and Mattie Price.
Those attending were Mr.
and Mrs. Walker White, the
Rev and Mrs. Robert L.
Lambert, Miss Mildred Price,
Miss Bernice Dawkins, Mrs.
Maggie Ellington, Mr. and
Mrs. Sessie Spencer, Mr.
and Mrs. Major A. Jarrett
and children, Mr. and Mrs.
Sham Murphy's family, the
Rev. and Mrs. Will Bufford
and daughters, Mr. and
Mrs. Albert Price and grand-
d a ughetr.
Out of town guests were
WS. Susie Taylor, Mrs. Inez
(Hest) Barnes, George Jones
of Chicago; Louis Edward
Petis, Sikeston, Mo., Mrs.
Elis Lee and Mrs. Bobbie
Ruth Pettis. Memphis; Mr.
and Mrs. Mozell Lambert,
St. Louis; Mr. and Mrs.
Vivian Price and family,
Mrs. Russell Price; Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Pettis, Mr. and
Mrs. Ozell Byrd, Henry
Rivers and daughters. Mrs.
Charlie Murphy, of Jackson,
Tenn.; Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Hill and daughter, Mrs.
Opal Franklin, Mrs. Mayne
Woods.
Visitors were Miss Billie
Jean Peters. Jake Rivers,
Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Grud-
ger, Dave Polk, Mr. and
Mrs. Raymond Giles, Nash-
ville, Tenn.
DEFENDER
meet Charles Gordone back stage at t h e
Vest Pocket Metre following the Motown
Night performance. (Motown photo)
ALVIN KEITH McKINNEY, five-year old drummer, won
a trophy in the Cotton Carnival Talent Contest. Young
McKinneyof the instrumental division playing to the mu-
sic of "Get Ready" which was put on tape by the Mem-
phians, a local rock Iasi group in which his father Karl




PLEASE LIST OUR CHURCH AND TIME OF
SERVICES IN YOUR CHURCH DIRECTORY AND
BILL US AT YOUR CHURCH RATES.
NAME OF CHURCH. 
NAME OF PASTOR 
NAME OF CLERK OF SEC 
TIME OF SERVICES
MORNING 
EVENING OR NIGHT 
ADDRESS.... 
PHONE 
4.461*  444 44.




OR PHONE RAY WICKS Al' 526-1317
Old Taylor Presents: Ingenious Americans
BenjaminBanneker(1731-1806)
A ro
put theWhite House where it is today
One of George Washington's
favorite projects appeared to be
ruined. Running the U.S. out of Phil-
adelphia, Washington dreamed of a
new capital for his fledgling nation.
To design the new city, he appointed
a committee headed by Major
L'Enfant.
L'Enfant was brilliant—but tem-
peramental. After months of wran-
gling, the stormy major packed his
plans and quit. Which seemed to stop
planning dead.
But Washington's problem was
solved when he found that one com-
mittee member, Benjamin Banneker,
had closely followed the plans and
was able to lay out Washington City
very nearly the way L'Enfant had
originally intended.
As the only man able to salvage
the months of planning, Banaeker
proved himself most valuable of the
entire committee. With a new chair-
man, he played a key role in locating
sites for the Treasury, the Capitol
and the White House.
What made Banneker's feat more
amazing was the fact that he had
much less schooling than his white
counterparts. In an era when most
American Negroes were slaves, Ban-
neker demonstrated that as free men,
blacks as well as whites could make
significant contributions to the U.S.
Grandson of a slave, and largely
self-educated, Benjamin Banneker
showed early signs of genius. At 22 he
built the first American-made clock—
out of wood. Later he wrote alma-
nacs, which required precise astro-
nomical ability, as well as broad
knowledge of the era.
Famous as he was for scientific
feats, Banneker might best be remem-
bered as one of the first Negroes to
write in the cause of racial equality.
His bold letter to Thomas Jefferson,
then Secretary of State, was one of the
day's best arguments for Abolition.
Banneker spent his twilight years
entertaining visitors drawn by his
fame as scientist and sage. He was '
known as a key man who made Wash-
ington what it is. And as one of the
most Ingenious Americans of his era.
Mrs. Withers dies
Service for Mrs. Minnie
Withers, 1062 N. Manassas,
a long time north Memphis
seamtress, was buried Sat-
urday, July 17 in Flint,
Mich.
Mrs. Withers died Monday
enroute to Flint to visit her
sister. She became ill on
the plane and was taken to
Cook County hospital in
Chicago where she died
later.
Mrs. Withers was a mem-
ber of Cummings Street
Baptist church and the Na-
tional Holiday Club. She was
also a member of the early
AME to
Birmingham
The West Tennessee Lay
Organization of the African
Methodist Episcopal church
is chartering a bus to the
Connectional Lay Meeting
which will be held in Bir-
mingham, Ala., Aug 1 thru
7, 1971.
Persons desiring to go with
the chartered group can
make reservations by con-
tacting the following per-
sons for information:
Mrs. Ilattye Harrison —
526-6168; Robert Parish —
948-1802; Mrs. Rutha Pegues
— 324-4984; and F.R. La
Marr — 774-9410.
Page 7
auxiliary of the Wunien's locally. Green House of Fun.
YMCA. One of her notable eral in. Flint had charge bf
deeds was in 1940. when services
she cut and sewed the uni-
forms for the Manassas
high school Drum and Bugle
Corp to attend the Elks
convention in St. Louis.
Mrs. Withers leaves her
sister, Mrs. Isabell Porter of
Flint, Mich.: three sons,
Earnest Withers of Mem-
phis, Dr. James B. Withers,
and Jacob 0. Withers of
Washington, 71 . C. ; t wo
daughters. M r s. V ivian
Withers Peters of Chicago,
and Mrs. Alice Jackson of
Richmond, Cali f.; R.S.










E-Z StOroge & Van Co.
493 S. Main St.
AUTOMOBILE REPAIRS
CASH OR CREDIT NO FINANCE CHARGE
1. Factory Rebuilt motors installed on time.
2. Automatic Transmissions-Guaranteed on time.
3. Paint lobs- cash or on time.
4. All Body work and Wrecks built cash or easy
ments, also insurance jobs.
5. Air cond(tioning, cash or 1.5.00 per week.
6. All glass work.
7. Used and rebuilt auto parts.
pay-
COME TO SEE US-YOU WILL BE GLAD YOU DID.
JEFFCOAT MOTORS








METRO SHOPPING PLAZA 424 GRUMP BLVD.
OPEN 24 HOURS-7 DAYS A WEEK • . • We 11"."
we Reserve Right To Limit GluantItlYs 
Fed. Food Stomps
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KENTUCKY STRAIGHT iJR1ION WHISKEY. 66 PROOF, ti-It OLD TAYLOR 
DIST MIRY co., FRANKFORT & LOUiSviit (
MED. SIZE
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RUBY PURDY, EVELYN VAVASSEUR. JO-
ANNE OSBORNE, and CAROLYN McGHEE are back
after a motor trip to Chicago, Detroit and Milwaukee.
STUDYING ABROAD . . MICHELLE PEACOCK,
daughter of ZERNIA and JAKE PEACOCK is study-
ing art for six weeks in Italy. France, Spain. the
Netherlands and England. She will make brief side
trips in other countries while traveling from one coun-
try to another.
This is her graduation gift. She finished high school
at Immaculate Conception.
And CANDY WALKER, daughter of HARRIETT
and MACEO WALKER is just back from a tour of
Europe. Candy is a student at St. Mary's school.
VISITORS IN OUR MIDST ... MATTIE and WHIT-
TIER SENGSTACKE have stuck a sign in their drive-
way .....the house by the side of the road" and
have been entertaining relatives most of the summer.
Mattie's sister and brother-in-law, MARY P. and
HARRY JOHNSON have just returned to Chicago af-
ter visiting them. Both are government employees ...
she for the state and he for the federal government.
They also went up for a family reunion of Henry's
folks in Clarksville, Tenn.











home with their aunts and uncles and cousins after
the wedding of their sister CHERYL to CHARLES
4'0E, III, in St. Louis, Mo. They're the children of
RUTH and LAWRENCE LaVALLE.
They had a ball visiting with their cousins JANE
and RANDY CHANDLER, children of SARAH and
HORACE CHANDLER and INGER, SANDRA a n d
SAM JR., children of ALINE and SAMUEL UP-
CHURCH. and of course visiting their grandparents.
MR. AND MRS. ALEX McKININEY.
WKNO-TV'S FIFTEENTH ANNIVERSARY ...
of broadcasting was celebrated Friday and Saturday.
There was a luncheon Friday in the Rivermont's East
Room to honor trustees, the presidents of four national
organizations, regional and national figures f rom
educational television.
A news conference and symposium was held fol-
lowing the luncheon.
Some attending the luncheon in the elegant atmos-
phere were MRS. A. MACEO WALKER, ROBERT
RATCLIFFE. M R S. FRED OSBORNE, M R S.
CHARLES PINKSTON, MRS. WHITTIER SENG-
STACKE, MRS. GEORGE ROBINSON, WHITTIER
SENGSTACKE JR., whose "Black Perspective" on
Channel 13 Thursday night was great with MERTIS
EWELL; and IRWIN WATSON. •
Then Friday evening from 6:30-8:30 the Friends of
Channel 10 helped them to celebrate further with cock-
tails and hors d'oeurves in the Memphis Academy of
Arts in Overton Park.
In this sophisticated atmosphere with interesting
paintings on display further enchanted the evening
were MARGARET AND ATTY. GEORGE BROWN,
HELEN AND JAMES MITCHELL, HARRIET AND
MACEO WALKER. ALMA AND PHIL BOOTH,
MATTIE AND WHITTIER SENGSTACKE, HER-
MAN EWING. ROBERT RATCLIFFE, JEWEL AND
JIMMY HULBERT, ROSANNA QUINN whose ever so
Customers are buying and
Saving more at . . .
ECONOMY BEAUTY SUPPLY
2319 Lamer Awe. Ph. 323-4577
• Ultra Siteen-Fiair Shiite
• Everything in beaety supplier
• Nome brand ateriandlea
Open all day Serherde,
Call :
Jackson 6-8391
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1. Base on number sold June 26.
2. A base of 25 customers weekly.
3. Prizes awarded on highest number of new
horn* delivery.
4. All carriers must agree to submit customer
route list at end of contest to be eligible for
prizes.
5. All contestants must be verified Defende
r
carriers.
PRIZES ARE EASY TO
JUST SEE YOUR ROUTEMAN
63/41146,
44440
interesting "Playground" on Channel 10 won the
Broadcasting Award from Ohio State university, was
with her brother ERIE PLUNKETT. Rosanna will
teach in Houston Tex., come fall and her program will
be televised in Hawaii, Colorado, Michigan, New
Hampshire, and other states. She attended Porter ele-
mentary school in the third, fourth and fifth grades
and is a graduate of Booker T. Washington high
school. We're so proud to say, "Right on, Rosanna!!!"
The Sengstackes attended dinner at the home of
HOWARD HOLST on N. Perkins following the cock-
tail party. He's manager-director of Channel 10.
Saturday Channel 10 was still celebrating with a
Children's Day Parade which started at Central and
on to Patterson to WKNO ... hear Geeter school, did
a soulful job as well as the FANNIE CLARKE gospel
singers under the direction of MRS. CLARKE, and
MERTIS EWELL, EVELYN BUNTYN, and BENNY
JENKINS were among those singing accompanied by
CATHRYN R. JOHNSON.
NAT D. WILLIAMS was one of the narrators.
CHICAGO WEDDING .. . with Memphis interest
was that of SEENA LOUISE BROADNAX, daughter
of DR. AND MRS. JUNIUS P. BROADNAX to IVORY
DAVENPORT in Chicago at the Church of the Good
Shepherd Congregation.
Seena is the granddaughter of MRS. W.S. VANCE
of Humboldt, Tenn., who is the Tri-State Defender area
"Church Woman of the Year." Seena's mother, LOU-
ISE, made the bride's dress and all the dresses of
the bridesmaids.
The bride's dress was white peau de soie with
the empire waist, jeweled neckline and big puff sleeves.
She wore her mother's pearl choker. The dress had
hand sewn appliqued lace flowers all over and on the
Cathedral train. The headpiece came from Priscilla
of Boston and was encrusted with pearls and rhine-
stones. The white velvet bow which sat right on back
of her head was reminiscent of the Pope's cap.
MORE THAN 400 members were recruited
during the Sarah Brown Branch YWCA's
membersh:p drive under the leadership
of Mrs. Geneva Williams, chairman a n d
Miss Barbara Neal, branch executive.
Members pictured above are gathered at the
YWCA to celebrate the success of the drive.
Those claiming prizes for their efforts,
were Mrs. Geneva Williams, $25 first
prize; Miss Naomi Creswell, 2d prize
of $12.50; Mrs. Leora Gunter winning the
third prize of $7.50; and Mrs. Bernice Cal-
laway winning 4th prize, $5 cash. Other
prizes were also won by Mrs. Martha On-
laney, Mrs. Ida Jackson, Mrs. Sarah Ball,
Mrs. Annie Cargill and Mrs. Lessye Sugar•
mon. Mrs. Lois Greenwood was cha!rman
of the party. The membership will conclude
its summer activities with a grand trip to
the Bahamas Islands, July 2611.
Buggs and Cade wed I
Miss Evenatma Turner
Buggs became the bride of
Will Earl Cade in an im-
pressive ceremony in the
sanctuary of New Hope
Baptist church. 2731 Enter-
prise.
The wedding was held on
Sunday aft ernoon, Jape
27 with Elder Danny Nance.
pastor of the church. offi-
ciating.
Piano music was furnish-
ed by the bride's former
music teacher, sirs. Rosetta
Peterson. Among the many
111
selections rendered were:
"We've Only Just Began,"
"The Look of Love," "Close
to You" and the theme from
"Love Story."
Miss Buggs was the first
editor of the Porter. Junior
high school newspaper, "The
Reporter." She also was
Miss Blue Revue for the
Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc.
in 1969.
The couple left for
rade Springs the followidg
day, where Cade is station-
ed with the U.S. Army,
JACQUELYN BRODNAX went up to attend her
cousin as Maid of Honor was deeply touched when
the bride's father gave her away and sang a touching
and appropriate love song, "I give you with lovT."
He's a well known singer which will probably be 7e-
membered by many of you who knew him when"he
lived in Memphis.
CONGRATULATIONS..,to JAMES S. BYAS JR.
who was graduated from Meharry School of Denis(ry.
He's the son of ORPHELIA AND DR. JIMMY BYAS
and will soon go to Boston University to do speciality
in Orthodontics.
Meeting Orphelia and Jimmy in Nashville pnd
coming down to Memphis to visit friends were JAMES
SPENCER'S sister, MRS. EDWIN (MAE) SANDERS,
and EDWIN, III, from Old Westbury, Long Island, N.Y.
his aunt, MRS. LESTER (MARY) NORRIS, and MRS.
CLIFFORD (RUTH) COLE, from Los Angeles; his
great aunts, MRS. CLARENCE (SUSIE) WALKER,
from Montclair, N.J., MRS. RALPH (VIVIAN)
COOKE, from Baltimore and DR. WILLIAM JEN-
KINS, from Englewood, N.J.
rfiePerfect
Marti** gig
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Expert Service Only $350
14 North Main A r COURT DOWNS TAI RS ) 527-3619
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Hand him this recipe for Speas Homemade
Italian Salad Dressing and a bottle of
that grand old name in vinegar — Speas.
He'll love taking his turn at tossing the














Vinegar, 1 cup 
salad oil, 1 
tea-


















- Yield: 1/4 
cups
FREE: Vinegar Booklet with recipes and
imusuai uses tor vinegar. Fr/rite Speas
Company, 2400 Nicholson Ave., Kannis city, Mo. 64120.
• DEFENDER
In Milwaukee
CHICAGO, Ill. — When
the members of Alpha Phi
Alpha Fraternity meet in
Milwaukee, Wis., July 31J.
Aug. 2, the Sheraton-Schroe-
der Hotel will be convention
headquarters.
The 65th anniversary con-
vention will have as its
theme: "Elimination of the
Ghetto-Continuing Goal for
the Seventies.'' The Hon.
Ernest N. Morial, Judge of
Juvenile Court in New Or-
leans, La., will preside over
the sessions.
Serving as host Chapters
for the Convention are Epsi-
lon Tau and Delta Chi Lamb-
da. Kermit J. Hall, Yeadon,
Pa., is director of General
Conventions.
According to Morial .and
Hall the Milwaukee Conven
lion should be one of the
best attended in the frater-
nity's history. ,
"More than 3,500 dele-
gates and visitors are ex-
pected to participate in the
discussion sessions, which
will include a job recruiting
workshop and seminars with
officers representing mon.
than seventy corporations."
said Judge Morial, while
If you're going to
college to be a leader,1- r
why not take the
leadership course?
If you're good enough to get an
Army ROTC scholarship, it'll pay
fips all your tuition, books and lab
foes. And give you year 'round
spending money.
• If you're a high school graduate
aid you take ROTC when you get a
clock at a three-year scholarship in
yttlir freshman year. Or a two-year
one the year after. Or one that'll
ply for your last year.
:With Army ROTC, you never lose.
Qien if you don't win a scholarship
ad the folks wind up footing the
bills, you get an Army commission
when you graduate. That makes a
citllege investment pay off a lot
bitter. For years to come.
As an Army officer, you'll 
ex-
cis, leadership. Manage men and
qaterial. Work closely with people
from all walks of life. From all over
the country. And you'll have the
chance to see some of the world,
too.
Check it out. Write one of the
officers below. There's no obliga-
tion. Just a great opportunity.
ARMY ROTC. A great way to
make it.
Major James A. Harris
Chief, Min Rct Br
ATTN: AJAGR-P
HO, Third US Army
Ft McPherson, Ga. 30330
LTC Jolla H. R•dd, Jr.
Alabama A&M College
Normal, Al.. 35762
LTC Charlet D. Randall
Alcorn A&M College
Lannon, Miss. 39096
LTC Sarum' Washington, Jr.
Florida A&M University
Utah , Fla. 32307




North Carolina MT State University
Greensboro, N.C. 27405
LTC Willie L. Johnson
South Carolina State College
Orangeburg, S.0 29115
LTC Arthur H. Seabrook
Tuskrtge• Institute
Tuskegeo, Ala. 36088
pointing out that job inter,
views and fecruitment wil
be done daily and will be
open to the public.
The head of more than
35,000 college men who make
up the fraternity's member-
ship said that the local con
vention committee, headed
by Hoyt H. .Harper, local
convention chairman, "has
planned activities that should
prove interesting to all ages,
males and females, and they
include "Alpha Night at the
July 31 and continue through
Aug. 4. The clinic will be
conducted by members of
the Milwaukee Bucks, Mar-
quette university and the
University of Wi sconsin
basketball players. Partici-
pants must furnish their
own shoes."
Mrs. .Barhara Birks is
chairman of Ladies Activi-
ties, and Mrs. Edith Finlay-




MEMBERS OF THE BOARD of Directors
and Junior Mallory Knights has started an
all out effort to inform black churches, clubs
and the community that St. Jude Chil-
dren's Research hospital needs f: nancial
support. From left front rok are Charlie
Neal organization business manager:
Carolyn, Robertson, assistant junior dire:.





1232 E. SHELBY DRIVE 1620 MADISON
(WHITEHAVEN) EAST
5 014 POPLAR (AT MENDENHALL)
OPEN 2$ CLOSEDSUNDAY
Be sure to save your Cash Register Receipts.
$6,000 per week available for your favorite charityl
fresh ground HAMBURGER









Mantes' New Lemon Scented 32-0z.
-DETERGENT 290
Contains no Phosphates 2-Limit















2 Lb. Bag 790

















Mae Lawrence) national youth difcclor of
Fund Raising; Jacquelin McKinney, Mar-
garet Mallet, „Bobby neKinuley • program• •
co-ordinator. Second row, Milton Vander•
bill, junior director; Cathy Johnson, sers".n.
geant of arms: Ellie Lott, chaplain; ots,
Lee, assistant secretary; Peggy Vanderbilt, .
pi csident; and LaCheryle Thompson. busjr'
ness manager. 
ore
Prices in the ad elfective noon July 22nd. midnight thru
July 27th. We reserve the right to timit o tmities. None
sold to dealers.
Fred Montesi
Stokley's Halves or Slices
PEACHES
Kretchners
29 Oz. Can 294t
WHEAT GERM 12-0z. Jar 49*
Pride of Illinois




GRAPE DRINK 4".°Z' Can 2/3*
Rainbow Hamburger
DILL PICKLES ot.Jar 45c
Valasic Sweet
RELISH or HOT DOG 10-0z. Jai 2 5 IC
Double • No Return
My-T-Fine
SAVEIFRED MONTEV
FRED MONTESI or ARMOUR STAR BACON
REG. 560 1-LB. PKG. 1* or
FISHER BEEF BACON 12-0 Z. PKG.
330 W/COUPON RE G. 83
or 550 OFF a 2-LB. PKG,
of FRED MONTES1 or ARMOUR
With coupon and $5.00 addttIonal pur-
chase, excluding value of couphin mesehan.
clue (Fresh milk products, anti-freeze, Tur-
keys and tobacco also excluded In compli-
ance with state law.) Coupon expires Mid-
night Wednesday, July 28th.
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LEA ROBERTS, LOVELY VOCALIST who began her ca-
reer in Dayton. Ohio, and sings pop-rock with a gospel
flair, apparently feels good about her new single from
United Artists •'Can't Get Enough of You." The singer is
currently appearing in principal cities throughout Amen.
ca.
For and about my people
Checkout stewardess for hot pants
PATRICIA O'CONNOR is
spending a few weeks on a
job any man would love to
have . looking at the legs of
230 Eastern Airlines stew-
ardesses,
The object of the exercise
is to determine whether the
girls' legs are suited to
making hot pants an option-
al part of the Eastern Uni-
form.
Miss O'Connor. Eastern's
grooming consultant said, 10
per cent of ,the first 115 girls
tested were not approved
for hotpants — mainly be-
cause their legs are too
thin. Others, she said, had
too heavy legs.' blemishes
or outstanding veins.
MRS. RENA PENNY . of
Kalamazoo. Mich., relin-
quished her post as Michi-
gan Commander of the
Disabled American Veter-
ans at their state convention
--but if she has any advice
to give she won't' have far
to go.
Mrs. Penny was succeed-
ed by her husband.: Rene
Penny. He was selected
commander-elect of the
HOGUE & KNOTT BREAD, BUNS, ROLLS
are your very best buy in Memphis
Bek•d In Memphis by lAternphlons
•...rushed rushed d01 15 to your
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THE, DIE REK PAYNE
in Telsconbe, England ar-
ranged his vacation this
year to coincide with the
flower festival at his Sus-
sex church because he gets
hey fever.
'A GROUP OF 30 girls at
the St. Louis convent
school in Great Yarmouth,
England flew a pair of pink
flagpole to protest the close-
out of the school beciuse
of a teacher shortage'.
CHICAGO POLICE A N I)
fire Marine units rushed
to the Calumet river after
receiving a report a man
jumped off the 100th st.
bridge into the water.
Upon arriving at the
scene, police said, the man's
girl friend told them she
had argued with her boy-
friend in the car while driv-
ing across the bridge. The
man stopped the car during
the argument and jumped
over the railing into the
water.
Police searched the area
and discovered the man
sitting quietly on the bank
of the river, dripping wet.
He was charged with dis-
orderly conduct.
FOR MORE THAN 150
years no one fussed about
sodom lane in Marnhull,
England.
Then, an official name-
plate was put up — and the
result was a storm about
the lane with the name of
the Bible's infamous
city of sin.
A campaign grew in the
village, to get the name
changed, But Strourbridge
Council has turned down
residents request for a
change, saying it can only
be scrapped if there is a
unanimous vote from the
Parish Council.
MICHIGAN GOV. WIL-
LIAM G. Milliken, while on
a tour of state parks to dis-
cuss vandalism with camp-
ers, got into a friendly mood
on a visit to Dodge Park in
Holland.
He stopped to share ice
cream cones with bathers
and as he chatted with them,
one young boater called out
to the Governor, offering
him a ride.
"We have two chicks and
we're short one dude." the
boater said. Milliken polite-
ly declined.
A St. Louis, Mo.. judge
and policeman have teamed
up to fight crime. The judge
was the victim and t h e
policeman the crime fight-
er.
Twice in one week Judge
Richard J. Brown had his
car stolen from the same
spot while visiting a friend
at DePaul hospital. Both
times, Patrolman Garry
Tucker recovered the auto.
"I can't understand it."
Brown said. "I've had that
car five years and it's nev-
er been stolen before."
KENNETH MILLER, who
lives on Lake Pewaukee in
Wisconsin, started off a
weekend with some fishing
and while he was out in his
boat, spotted a two and one-
half foot alligator splashing
around.
He prodded it with an oar
and chased it to shore, where
he trapped it with a net. He
Greer chapel youth
observe annual day
Sunday, July 25, is Annual
Youth Day at Greer Chapel
A.M.E. church, 1480 Ash
at.
The Rev. David Boyd will
deliver the message during
the 11 a.m. service.
The R e v. George A.
Powell. a native 51emphian
and a former member of
Greer Chapel will deliver
the afternoon message.
The Rev. Mr. Powell. his
wife Eloise. and their four
children reside in Michigan
where he pastors Brown
Chapel African Methodist
Episcopal church.
Stephen Hayes, a promis-
ing composer and singer
will render vocal selections.
Hayes is a graduate of Car-
ver high school and a stu-
dent at the University of
Arkansas.
The public is invited to
attend these services.
Carl A. Pegues is general
chairman, Mrs. Pinkie Hous-
ton, advisor to the young
people.
The Rev. S.W. Houston
is pastor of Greer Chapel.
says he plans on turning it
over to the Milwaukee
County Zoo.
Miller theorized his catch
was probably someone's pet
and it got away and thrived
in the lake.
SURVEYOR ELI GOT-
TLIEB in London likes to
be near a phone so he has
three lines and 17 extensions
in his house—and a one and
a half ton telephone box in
his garden.
"I have a big long gar-
den," said Gottlieb. "And
I just got tired of going all
the way in the house to
answer the phone."
Judith and Susan Heditch of
ANDOVER, England (UPI)
— Judith and Susan Hediteb
of Andover, England, were
slightly injured when a two-
seater plane hit their ear.
HOTELMAN BARON HIL-
IMN appeared before Clark
(.-I-unty (Las Vegas, Nev.)
gambling authorities recent-
ly to ask permission to buy
up to 70.6 per cent interest
in the Flamingo and Inter-
national Hotel gambling re-
sorts.
He received unanimous
approval but not without a
reminder from County Com-
missioner Tom Wiesner, a
former fullback for the
San Diego Chargers, which
the Hiltons owned.
"I'm going to vote for
you, but I have a long
Memory. and I remember
when I was with the San
Diego Chargers and Mr.
Hilton fired me 10 years
ago." said Wiesner.
DENNIS LEE HERMAN,
27, of Los Angeles was
arguing with his boss about
his paycheck, and called
police when the incident
escalated.
Officers who answered the
complaint ran a routine
check on Herman and ar-
rested him for 27 outstand-
ing warrants for, offenses
ranging from disturbing the
peace to lewd conduct.
They also arrested his
boss, Wayne A. Jones, 48
an art dealer, when the
same check up turned up an
unpaid traffic ticket.
WHEN UNIT ED AIR
Lines' flight 2881 took off
from New York, its prime
passenger was - a half-ton
baby elephant. When the
plane arrived in Honolulu,
the ground crew found a
female gorilla aboard. It
was not a sleight of hand
trick.
The elephant was unload-
ed at Seattle for the city's
newest zoo attraction. In
its place was put Fifi, a
female gorilla who resided
F1110 Ramer 
we or Decade 
%I Rioters 
Tilgire, tendeu 
'if Gel. WI N.T 
'1, Mercury
'M Gal. 104 NT 
ire Fairimot HI 
'V Pontiac 
at Seattle's Woodland Park 
--of breadcrumbs.
Zoo for 15 years. Fifi was 
The cargo was urgently
destined for romance in the 
requested by some airalOn•
islands with a new mate at at 
the RAF base at Galtriv,
the Hawaii Zoo near 
the divided city, ..or
SUSAN BROADB ENT use in 
a fishing contest.:
SAYS she will tell a British Since training flights— -to
Rail hearing the railroad's the base are reglITUY
plan to cut a passenger serv- flown from Manby, the:1V-
ice will upset her love life. quest was no problem —and ,
Susan, 15, travels four was promptly filled.
miles each day, twice a 
.
week over the threatened Drive Carl Carson out of town
line between Bletchley and
Bedford to see her boy
friend, Malcalm Bagshaw,
18. There is no Bus service
between the towns.
THE ROYAL AIR force
in Manby, England, has
made a new Berlin airlift
BANK REPOS













HOW TO WIN ON THE
DOGS !!!
Would you use to know how
to bet the dogs and win every
nits?
Free Information will be sent
you.
Write to W-K Enterprises:
3932 Wilshire Blvd., Suits 300
Los, Angeles, Calif. 90005
Send by air mall and send air
mail, self addressed envelope. This








690 North nth Si.$ 2.000
 .
11 100oIS, 4 baths. FR .ALL
CASH
VA TO 111AK E NO REVIRS eiR
UTILITY CHECK
2800 Arlington $15,250 
,
7 rooms, 1 bath. Asb1S No Down
Payment.
2,530 Dakar $10. 2.0
5 rooms, I bath, FR $250
Down
1485 Gabag $ 6.450
4 rooms, I bath, FR No Downi
Payment
1479 Latham $ 9,950
6 rooms. 1 bark FR $250
Down
330 Leech Cove $15.250
7 rooms, I bath, 13V $250
Down
1157 East Ryder PI $ 6,800
7 rooms, 1 bark FR All Cash
NO REPAIRS OR UTILITY 
CHECK
1310 Snowden $14,750
7 rooms, 11/2 baths, A.:b. $100
Down
1570 N. 7're:evant $ 9,150
5 rooms, 1 balk FR $150
Down, ,
1721 Walter $10,500
4 r00•11.5. 1 balk FR $250 DoAve
NO DISCRIMINATION
ANYONE CAN BUY





BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE









See Great Black Athletes
in the '72 World Games
(To be held in Munich,Germany)
20 Guaranteed Winners!
OFFICIAL RULES
I. On an offIctal entry blank or on • Plain
3' r 5" piece of paper, print your nal'',
address. And zip code )which is required).
and the nam• and address of your SALEM
dealer. tf any.
2 With each entry send 2 empty SALEM
packages any sire) or the yeaids "NAT-
URAL MENTHOL SALEM" printed in block
letters on a 3" r 5" piece of paper. Enter as
often as you wish, but each entry must be
mailed Ice separate envelope. Mail to:
SALEM "World•Games" Sweepstakes—P 0.
Box 9419, St. Paul. Mtnnesota 55117. En-
tries must be postmarked by October 30,
1971 and recetved by November 5, 1971.
3. Winners will be determined in random
drawings Conducted by Spot. International.
an tridependent milling organization what •
decisions ordinal.
*4. The grand prizes are 20 seven-daYqaca•
bon tries' for two to the "World Games" to
be SOS AolOst.SePternber. 1,172 in
Munich. Germany The vacation prim will
Include round trip trawl arrandfnEnD -
economy class from winner's horn* airport
te destination and return trip — double
room hotel mccommod•tions. servIc•
charges and taxes imposed by hotel and
sererce companies—plus two ticket to •
variety of wants during th• vacation persod.
Each winner will also receive $500 cash
toward cost of meals, local transportation,
and entertainment.
5 The first 10.000 entrants will receive •
Ire, copy of th• "Great Black Athletes'.
Record Booklet published by Snobbe Sports.
Inc.
6. Prizes are non.trdsferable: Grand Pnze
Winners unable to take the trip will receive
51.000 in cash. Only one prize to a MmilY.
The odds of winning will be determined by
the number of entries received. All 29
prizes will be awarded.
7. Local, state and federal taws, if any,
are the responsibility of the winners.
9 Sweepstakes nod to residents of the
Cantiwntal./dnitimf States. Alaska. end
Hawaii only. Entrants must be 21 years 6/
ad or older. Employees and their families
of R. .I. Reynolds Tobacco Company, its
subsidiaries end affiliated companies, its
advertising agencies and Spotts Interna-
tional/. are not eligible. Void in Idaho. Mis-
souri, Washington, and wherever else pro-
hibited or restricted by law All federal,
state and local laws, and regulations apply,
To obtain a list of winners, send a stamped.
seff.addreseed •nvelope to, "Sod EM Win.











• Complete entry blank below.
• Enclose two empty Salem packages, King
Size or Extra Long. (Or the words "Natural
Menthol Salem" printed in block letters on
3 0 5 piece of paper).
• Mail to: Salem "World Games" Sweepstakes
P.O. not 9419
St. Paul, Minn. 55117
Name 
Address 





ENTER AS OFTEN AS YOU LIKE
certify that I am 21 years ovof ago or er.






























































MRS. FRANK L. STANLEY, wife of t h e
Publisher of the Louisville (Ky.) Defender
was sworn In Friday as a member of the
Imusiville and Jefferson County Air Board.
%Do sworn in was Herbert L. Slucher,
right. County Judge Todd llollenbach, left,
administered the oath in the presence of
Louisville Mayor Frank Burke (2d from
left). They jointly made the appointments.
Mrs. Stanley Is a superv:sor of Social
Workers at the Louisville Family and Chil-
dren's Agency. She Is a graduate of I.e.
Moyne college, Memphis, and hold a mas-




. THE JACKIE WILSON SHOW
JACKIE WILSON
"For Qnce In ktly Life"' *This Love Is Real"
"Stay In My Coiner" " There Is"
"(AR; Up Mv ' I of My Heart"
"Get Me Back In"
TYRONE
DAVIS
"Can I t Iiiinge My Mind"
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BEGINNING OF THE END
"I Like Your Lovin." "Regime), of Ow end"
THE CHI-LITES FUNKY NASSAU
PLUS THE 13th AMENDMENT
.
ADMISSION $2.50- $3.50- $4.50
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guest speaker for this
week's Black Forum Is Miss
Minerva J. Johnican. In her
column she speaks of those
old line blacks whp use the
method of character as•
.sassination at a time when
black unity is very impor-
tant. Miss Johnican makes
some very important points.
Because this is an election
year, It does not make it
open season for blacks to
insult other blacks. When
any disrespect is shown
publicly to one black — it
is an insult to all blacks.
Vitupertive personal acri-
mony and character assassi-
nation, crude and uncouth
conduct have rained con-
stantly in past campaigns
in the black community. I
hope we can, see some
changes this coming elec-
tion.
Black people are getting
sick, and tired of this every-
day yapping at one another
and of . persons who have
no other credentials than
to continue- this practice
year after year after year to
further confuse and divide
our sisters and brothers,
Whether we like a candi-
date or not — we should
devote all our efforts to
help the candidate of our
choice — there's no need
to tear into the other
candidate. - We must use
that time and energy for
selling our candidate. We
cannot afford to get into
"name calling" and "smear
tactics." Why is it that
while we are busy tearing
each other 's character
down — the white commu-
nity is peacefuly and suc-
cessfully c a nip aigni ng
for the candidate of their
choice and winning?
Last week, while visiting
and helping in the state-
wide voter registration
NEW YORK — Stax recording arHat Albert Kings, who ap
peared on the first Fillmore East show on March 8. 1888,
was invited back for the closing program on June 27.
1971, On the bill with Albert in '68 were Tim Bunkley and
Big Brother & The oirling Company with lead vocalist
Janis Joplin. Albert,igd,ALan eigb‘nour farewell concert
on June 27 which included the J. Geils Band, Edgar Win
ter's White Trash, Mountain, Founto Joe .McDonald, The
Beach Boys, and the Allman Brothers. The entire show
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I. that constant drip getting
on your nitrves •nd causing
your water biH ho pc up? SEE
fousitta mod laps& Ports
Print Semple of Pale Nadal
Pima 110.4121 a 2744417






"A FINE PAIR" Of
Pair 1:10 430 1100
etoyannit 250 6:15 940
MINERVA— J. JOHNICAN
Chairman of ICVEC . . .
campaign in Mississippi,
where Charles E‘ers and
a slate of other black can-
didates are running for
state offices, I was amazedl
to see such sincere unity
among the black com••
inunity. If in Mississippi—
why not Memphis?
The black citizens of
Memphis. who practice
in character assassination,
should abandon their di-
visive vendettas. The black
community is taking due
notict of this "wolfibt-
sheeps' clothing', policy. -
It is hightime that the
better thinking black people
of this town awaken to
what is going on. The'
endurance of the black com-
munity is wearing thin.
McKENtlE MOTEL
HO I SPRINGS, ARKANSAS
-Promotes-
FAMILY WEEKENDS SUPPLEMENTING
VACATIONS WITH WEEKENDS TRIPS
•A Relantny Change of Scenery • Swimming 
$7091 and Picnic Ansa
Ettlrin the Family or ciao to E nJOsl Completely Informal At•
mosphwe is FOC Class FaclUtles at Rates you an Alford.
GOLFING NEAR
2 Blocks oft Malvern Avenue, Hwy. 270 7'. " 
Wm. McKenzie




SHAFT's his name. SHAFT': his game. HAYES.
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STOP BY FOR FREE GIBSON PERMANENT CALENDAR
PRIDDY gt. BURGESS APP1.1
We Service What We Sell
1883 Lamar 2 7 5-1 1 0 1 
1968 Cadillac  9295 1970 Cadillac ..... ........ $5895
aeon de Ville. This fine kmury 'hemmer it finished in Ivanhoe Coupe do Vont. This beoutilui nhvorc•r is finished in Berlatut goof
wren wIfff a Swam se*. Padded telt With mitesins bale Meth.' a 1.51. alai, pada top and laurieus Neck leataf Warier
Ethearient err Mit Coallm Includes Hear door Iota, ails thick carpeting ihrougnout. .0 1010 Im• 4500.1
AM-FM era. radio, tilt and torkapic staring. autoratic canal. ineterter Includes autpaelic climate coldroi, electtic clack. AM-FM
centres prom' windows, power seet, power breket, power ~la, 1110ell redid, power seat, power steering, paver Mans, mow
and • at of Oranium while fon Tnis getendabl• motor. sandehl and a al of preMIUM whits 1.1111010 Max
car aeries tar Mmous I/ Month. or 17 IhouSand Mile factory apt
proved werranly.
hams Came, rinithod hi, rat with 0 white to and matching. red
vinyl interior. Ettularerd includes automatic trafterhission, power
*leering, afar braes, war wingnett, Malley ale, A.M.FM rarho,
tilt Wt.! awl • tel of premium atilt %Metall Mos. This car
tarifa oar, Mame 11 Months Or 11 ttlaSOME Mlle factory aw
.driviat warranty.
..... ...s.ealisee• 1969 Cadillac ... s4895
Fleetwood groaner, Ind line luxury motor tor Is finithrd in bee..
tilul nutmeg brown *Olt 0 Callan MIN panda roof and rngich-
mg brown Interior. Equipment amides tilt and telacenic Steering
want, •utomstic door Mkt, eutornelt rate* control. AM-FM
affirm rah, tamer windows, power seal, power tenant Parer
lateral and a wf of prerniurn Whit, SlealVill
1968 Cadillac  $4196
Di Doode, Pinata' in !DOOM)! lapphire Illue With S 5100 pada
fee end Ian/flout ranching Ma loaner Interior. Tas Meta., II
auload with mann Cieillec Mares InCludIng adomefic ono
lecke, tilt ant Mi./cola etating. athithatla cilAllte genteel. NA•
PM ewes radio, atorala voles <store'. inrprir olnilion, HMO







1970 Cadillac .. ••••••••••••• • • .• $5896
Cl flOrida Finientel In Silverpla gran won • I:raisin whim nod-
ded Isp sod Matching green inferior. Eauthrant on this fine luau,
meatier Mahal Mama dimmer, AM-FM ado, aternetic door
lora, paver vadat, power bats. Power seal, power paring,
and a ilet Of prertionsabita 0010.11 brim • .
1971 Buick   $5295
LimOed. This health' luxury car is Maned in black orint n black
Podded roof end ratching lack cloa inferior. Eaumenenf includes
automatic cruise March, pourer windows, power brakes. power
saria, power man AM-FM stereo radio, tilt and telescooic steer-
int• rear winnow Mtbager, OUIPMetic door Mcks ancl a set If pre.
!Ilium white sidewell tires.
1969 Cadillac  $4695
Seam do Me. Finished In Cotillion whit* with a Shalimar god
podded Inc and matching gold Oornescus cioth InteAor. Equipment
en this 7ine lumn'Y mOtorcar Mcludes oglortma ear locks, aura
matt climate Control. parerygindows, power Welles, power stew-
in.. Ie.., eat, prendhal WaTe oldew.li tirm. A tiettlaul Cadillac
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SANTA CLARA, Calif. — After last week's International
Meet there is a growing concern over the strength of for-
eign swimmers which is likely to cut sharply into Uncle Sam's
medal bag in the '72 Olympics.
BLACKS MISSING
According to DONNA DE VARONA, the former gold medal
it here to do the Wide World of Sports telecast, the Americano
will just have to share in a sport that it has dominated be
 cause the rest of the world is catching up. Donna recalled ho
, only Memphis visit of a few years back when she and several
black track stars gave clinics there. She also remembered an
usual autograph in which she scribbled on the den wall at tht.
request of Fred Garner now the assistant principal ill Lin
coin Junior High.
Because of Donna's work with blacks and Mexican-Amer
tans in a minority program in Los Angeles she felt free t.,
discuss whether the U. S. is, missing the boat by not trying
interest blacks, who have been so successful in other athletic
endeavors.
LILYWHITE SPORT
Swimming and diving have been the most lilywhite of
sports not only in this country but all ()Ike- the globe.' ,
Has swimming ignored the black people, or have the black,
ignored physical reasons why blacks cannot compete in thy
sport? Or is simply a lack of facilities in the ghettos? .
Donna cited a case against minority kids. "A bus load id
minority kids will arrive, maybe 50 of them at the UCLA pool
to learn to swim," she says, "And it amazing at how little
they know about the water. Not only can't they swim, m a n
never have been in a pool before. It's an impossible sitiH•
:.or me because I would need to break them into small gr.
and there isn't any other sppervisorial help."
Could blacks he developed into championship swimmers.
"I am not sure,- she says. believe maybe some could
The old story that blacks are sinkers, that their bone struc,
lure and so forth makes them less buoyant in the water
Yet I've seen some who moved on top of the water very well
"I haven't seen an tudies where it was proven ,
or the other. I do know this — black kids show
knack for tiving. They get on the boards anti make some
moves that are quite good, considering they've had little or no
training."
GHETTO PROGRAMS FAIL
When Donna toured Memphis She was working with a gov-
ernmental program in which she put on clinics and demonstra-
tions.
"I remember Newark. N. .1., where the mayor came out
and proudly told of their new, Olympic-sized pool in the mid
dle of one ghetto. 'Donna V. Points out." But though it was
new it was already going downhill because they didn't know
how to operate it.
-And what was really needed was a whole bunch of
smaller pools spread through the city, where more youngsters
could take advantage of them. Even portable pools would have
made more sense. As it was, some of the lifeguards didn't
even know how to swim themselves. But they had a job and
the officials in charge could say they were putting out money
for ghetto programs."
AUSSIE MAKES SPLASH
The catalyst for drumming up concern for the chances of
the U. S. in Munich in '72 was the tcernendous efforts by tn..
Australian and Russian entrants here. By far the most ote
standing was 14 year-old Shane Gould. Miss Gould closed out
with a victory in the 800-meter free style to become the fir,t
four time winner in the history of the Santa Clara Internation-
al swimming and diving meet.
Over 5,000 attended the finals of the three day prestige
event. In addition to your TSD scribe the only other black
seen was a camera technician for a San Jose television sta-
tion. over 150 from the media was represented, including
those from Japan, West Germany, The Netherlands, France
;and England.
Pig. 12 DEFENDER SATURDAY, JULY 24, 1971
Buy U. S. Bonds
by Joe Black •
During my ten die in the army during World
War II, I remember some C.f.'s sitting 'around
talking about their experiences on the battlefield.
Some of the vets would tell of the grief and pain
they experienced when a buddy was killed in
astien; but then they would add: "But I said a
silent prayer of thanks that it wasn't . me."
Soldiers can be excused for taking this attitude;
because, in battle, they have very little control
over their destinies.
I doubt if anyone openly courts death: but
today there are many individuals who think that
_they are "cool"; when, in reality, they are carrying
on a flirtation with the "grim reaper." Who are
these foolish oiteS-? They are the drug abusers of
today, the "trippers," "sniffers." and "mainliners."
Are you_numbered among the sick individuals who
are seeking dreams-come-true through the use of
narcotics? Before you reply. let me ask you a few
questions.
Do you start your day with a pep pill? And
abovit mid-morning take another pill to calm
your nerves?
Because the new fashions have excited you, do
you gulp a diet capsule before lunch? Take another
diet pill before dinner? Then two other tablets to
assure you a good night's sleep?
You may be asking, "what's the big deal?"
Well. if you are not getting this medication
legitimately, with a doctor's prescription, then
you are your own "pusher"—and you may be
hooked on "ups" and "downs."
So, before the bell tolls to let us know that
narcotics have taken another life, may I .suggegt




















Will Give You More Food for
Less Money. . .and you'll still get
TOP VALUE STAMPS t













CHICKEN, TURKEY, BEEF, TUNA or

























fresh or froze. milk
products and In addl•
tlpn to any other pur-
chase requirement










FAMILY PAK MIXED PARTS
LB.29C































31 BS 1-02.1 3
With his coupon ana .
$5.00 additional pur-
cha.se, excluding to-
bacco ind fresh or
frozen milk products
Good thru TuesdaY.
July 27. Umit One.'
(Subiect to applicable




BONUS COUPON I ,I" .1%, • . • *
FOR EXTRA STAMPS
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